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Abstract
Fatigue is a dissipative process and must obey the laws of thermodynamics. In general, it can be
hypothesized that the degradation of machinery components is a consequence of irreversible
thermodynamic processes that disorder a component, and that degradation is a time dependent
phenomenon with increasing disorder. This suggests that entropy —a fundamental parameter in
thermodynamics that characterizes disorder— offers a natural measure of component
degradation.
The majority of the existing methods for prediction of fatigue are limited to the study of a
single fatigue mode, i.e., bending or torsion or tension-compression. Further, the variability in
the duty cycle in a practical application may render many of these existing methods incapable of
reliable performance.
During this research, we put forward the idea that fatigue is a degradation process and that
entropy is the most suitable index for assessing degradation. That is, tallying irreversible entropy
is more reliable and accurate than many of the other methods presented in the existing papers.
We show that in processes involving fatigue, for a given material (metal and composite
laminate), there exists a unique threshold of the cumulative thermodynamic entropy beyond
which fatigue fracture takes place. This threshold is shown to be independent of the type of the
fatigue process and the loading history. This exciting result is the basis of the development of a
Fatigue Monitoring Unit (FMU) described in this research.
We also propose a general procedure for assessment of damage evolution based on the
concept of entropy production. The procedure is applicable to both constant- and variable
amplitude loading. Empirical relations between entropy generation and damage evolution for two
types of metals (Alumunium 6061-T6 and Stainless steel 304) and a woven Glass/Epoxy
composite laminate are proposed and their potential for evaluation of fatigue damage are
investigated.
vii

Introduction
I.1 Problem Statement
All structures and machinery components —the fuselage and wings of an aircraft, the blades of a
helicopter and a windmill, down-hole drilling components and the like— are prone to
degradation and failure will eventually occur if the designs are not able to maintain integrity.
Failure due to fatigue — the progressive and localized structural damage that occurs when a
material is subjected to repetitive cyclic loading — is thought to be the most common source of
structural degradation, making fatigue diagnosis and prognosis capabilities highly desirable.
Fatigue failure results in significant financial losses to the industry due to forced shutdown.
Moreover, fatigue failure of machinery can be catastrophic to human life—both the operator and
user—and often result in significant damage to the environment. Hence, the proper fatigue
design can reduce the undesirable losses. The closer the fatigue failure analysis to the real
products, the greater is the confidence in the resulting engineering designs.
The current methods for prediction of fatigue failure such as stress curves methods,
cumulative damage models, cyclic plastic energy hypothesis, crack propagation rate models, and
curve fitting on the limited laboratory data use deterministic theory and order-of magnitude error
analyses and require many constants that must be experimentally determined. Although Miner’s
cumulative damage rule has a lot of industrial applications because of simplicity, its
implementation requires a large safety factor in the design. Most importantly, the probabilistic
nature of fatigue results in variability of the fatigue life. For example, two fatigue tests of the
same material with the same conditions lead to different predictions for the number of cycles to
failure. Hence, the randomness behavior of fatigue forces designers to implement large safety
factor in their works, which often lead to costly and insufficient designs.
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In general, fatigue degradation is an irreversible process which disorders a system and
produces entropy in accordance with the second law of thermodynamics. Thus, entropy—a
fundamental parameter in thermodynamics that characterizes disorder—offers a natural measure
of component deterioration [1, 2]. Utilizing the degradation theorem recently published in [1], a
thermodynamic approach to fatigue failure can be developed. Even though the number of fatigue
failure prediction models is numerous, the relevant question in this dissertation is: can
thermodynamic entropy predict the rate of fatigue degradation more accurately than the existing
methods?
I.2 Overview of Dissertation
Permanent degradation is the result of an irreversible process accompanied by generation of
entropy, as demanded by the second law of thermodynamics. Entropy is a fundamental
parameter that can be used to quantify the behavior of irreversible degradation processes. The
variation of the entropy, dS, is the sum of two terms [3]
dS = d i S + d e S

(I-1)

where diS is the entropy generated inside the system and deS represents the entropy supplied to
the system. The second law of thermodynamics states that diS must be equal to zero for
reversible processes and positive for irreversible processes; that is:
di S ≥ 0

(I-2)

In the thermodynamics of irreversible processes, the objective is to relate the internal entropy
production to the various irreversible processes that may be occurring within the solid continuum
as a system. Using the definition of Helmholtz free energy, ψ = u − θ , the entropy production
Equations can be written as [4]
•

γ=

w

θ

+

k

θ2

θ ,iθ ,i

(I-3)
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•

where γ is cyclic entropy production, θ represents the temperature, and k is thermal
conductivity. The parameter w denotes cyclic strain energy. For metals cyclic strain energy is
related to fatigue properties and is nearly constant during fatigue as follows [5]
w = AN Bf

(I-4)

where A and B are material constants, and Nf is the number of cycles at failure.
Unlike metals, process of energy variation in composite material is not constant. In composite
materials, the hysteresis energy variation is much more complicated than their metal counterparts
due to matrix cracking, matrix/fiber delamination and fiber breakage [6] and to the best of our
knowledge, there are no expressions available to relate cyclic hysteresis energy to composite
fatigue properties. Therefore, in this research, experimentally determined the hysteresis energy is
used for this purpose.
By having the hysteresis energy values for metals or composite materials, one can calculate
entropy at the time tf when failure occurs by integration of Equation (I-3) as follows
tf

⎛w k
⎞
+ 2 θ ,iθ ,i ⎟dt
⎝θ θ
⎠

γf =∫ ⎜
0

(I-5)

A possible application of the proposed hypothesis of the constant entropy gain at failure is in
the development of a methodology for prevention of the catastrophic failure of metals or
composite laminates undergoing fatigue load. The entropy generation increases during the
fatigue life toward a final value of γ f called fracture fatigue entropy (FFE). Thus, FFE can be
utilized as an index of failure. As the entropy generation accumulates toward the FFE, it provides
the capability of shutting down of the machinery before a catastrophic breakdown occurs.
The concept of thermodynamic entropy can be extended to the analysis of fatigue damage
using continuum damage mechanics (CDM) which provides an effective approach for analyzing
degradation stages in metals and composite materials. In CDM, a damage variable, D, in terms of
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materials microstructures is defined to represent the deterioration of a material prior to initiation
of macrocracks. Homogenous materials like metals have four stages of damage: accommodation
stage, nucleation of dislocations, micro and macrocrack initiations, and macrocrack propagation
[4, 7-8]. Entropy accumulates owing to progressive nature of irreversibility during each stage
until it reaches the critical value of FFE.
In non-homogenous materials, particularly composite materials, damage stages and entropy
accumulation have different trend to those of metals. Damage and entropy accumulation
suddenly increases due to matrix cracking, fiber/matrix delamination, and fiber breakage of weak
interfaces [6]. Then, a gradual increase of entropy accumulation continues as fatigue progresses.
Finally, a sharp increase of damage due to fiber breakage takes place.
Thermodynamic approach to evaluate fatigue life using the first and the second law of
thermodynamics is explained in more details in Chapter 1. Laboratory experiments conducted at
LSU Center for Rotating Machinery (CeRoM) and theoretical and numerical accomplishments
are briefly described in this chapter. A fatigue prevention unit (FPU) that was designed, built,
and tested in CeRoM is described in Chapter 2. This unit uses FFE as a failure criterion to halt
the operation of fatigue machine before complete failure occurs. Chapter 3 and 4 explain damage
evolution using thermodynamic relationships for constant- and variable-amplitude loading,
respectively. Thermodynamic analysis of fatigue prediction of composite materials is presented
in Chapter 5 with starting formulation and analytical discussion. Then, in Chapter 6 and 7fatigue
damage formula is discussed for two different types of fatigue tests using thermography, acoustic
emission, stiffness approach, energy method, and entropy concept. Theses analyses are useful for
recognizing damage stages in composite laminates. In Chapter 8, fatigue life prediction based on
entropy method is compared with stress- and energy- based criteria. Finally, the conclusions and
future steps are discussed in Chapter 9.
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Chapter 1: On the Thermodynamic Entropy of Fatigue Fracture*

*Reprinted by permission of Royal Society A
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1.1 Introduction
All structures and machinery components undergoing fatigue loading are prone to crack
formation [1] and its subsequent growth that increases with time. When a crack is formed, the
strength of the structure or the component decreases and it can no longer function in the intended
manner for which it was designed for. Moreover, the residual strength of the structure decreases
progressively with increasing crack size. Eventually, after a certain time the residual strength
becomes so low that the structure fails [2]. It is, therefore, of paramount importance to be able to
predict the rate of decline in the component’s residual strength and the remaining life of the
system.
Many researchers have attempted to develop methods for quantifying fatigue in order to
predict the number of cycles to failure. Among them, Miner [3] pioneered the idea of quantifying
fatigue damage based on the hypothesis that under variable amplitude loading, the life fractions
of the individual amplitudes sum to unity. Later, Coffin [4] and Manson [5] independently
proposed the well-known empirical law

Δε p 2 = ε ′f (N f

) which relates the number of cycles to
c

failure N f in low-cycle fatigue regime to the amplitude of the applied cyclic plastic deformation,
Δε p 2 .

In this relationship, ε ′f and c are the specified mechanical properties. The role of energy

dissipation associated with plastic deformation during fatigue loading as a criterion for fatigue
damage was also investigated by Halford [6] and Morrow [7].
The energy approach for estimating the fatigue life of materials under cyclic loading tests has
gained considerable attention by researchers [7-14]. Morrow’s paper [7] is representative of a
pioneering work that takes into account cyclic plastic energy dissipation and fatigue of metals
that undergo cyclic loading. He presented a descriptive theory of fatigue that uses the cumulative
plastic strain energy as a criterion for fatigue damage and the elastic strain energy as a criterion
for fracture. For fully reversed fatigue load, Morrow derived a relation for plastic strain energy
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per cycle W p in terms of the cyclic stress-strain properties, applicable when plastic strain is
predominant. Park & Nelson [11] proposed an empirical correlation for estimation of fatigue life
taking into account the elastic strain energy, We , as well as plastic strain energy, W p . In the highcycle regime, plastic strains are usually quite small and the W p approach becomes
computationally unreliable. Park & Nelson [11] proposed that the two energy terms, W p and We ,
must be combined into the total strain energy parameter, Wt . That is,
α

Wt = W p + We = AN f + BN f

where the constants

(1.1)

β

A, α, B

and

β

can be determined from a set of uniaxial fatigue test data that

cover a sufficiently large number of cycles. The energy dissipation due to plastic deformation
during fatigue is a fundamental irreversible thermodynamic process that must be accompanied by
irreversible entropy gain.
Permanent degradations are the manifestation of irreversible processes that disorder a system
and generate entropy in accordance to the second law of thermodynamics. Disorder in systems
that undergo degradation continues to increase until a critical stage when failure occurs.
Simultaneously with the rise in disorder, entropy monotonically increases. Thus, entropy and
thermodynamic energies offer a natural measure of component degradation [11-17]. In this
chapter the entropy rise in bending, torsion, and tension-compression fatigue of metallic
components and particularly the entropy at the instance when failure occurs is quantified.
According to Whaley [18], the entropy at the instant when fracture occurs can be estimated by
integrating the cyclic plastic energy per temperature of material. We put forward the hypothesis
that at the instance of failure, the fracture fatigue entropy (FFE) is constant, independent of
frequency, load, and specimen size.
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1.2 Experimental Procedure
A series of fatigue tests is performed to examine the validity of the proposed hypothesis. Three
different stress states examined are: completely reversed bending, completely reversed torsion
and axial loads. Tests are conducted with Aluminum 6061-T6 and Stainless Steel 304 specimens.
The fatigue testing apparatus used is a compact, bench-mounted unit with a variable-speed
motor, variable throw crank connected to the reciprocating platen, with a failure cut-off circuit in
a control box, and a cycle counter. The variable throw crank is infinitely adjustable from 0 to
50.8 mm to provide different levels of stress amplitude. The same fatigue apparatus is used for
applying torsion, bending and axial load using appropriate fixture.
Figure 1.1 shows a schematic of the experimental setup used for torsion tests. The torsional
fatigue tests are made using a round bar specimen clamped at both ends and rotationally
oscillated at one of the ends via a crank with specified amplitude and frequency. Bending fatigue
tests involve a plane specimen clamped at one end and oscillated at the other end, which is
connected to the crank. The tension-compression fatigue tests involve clamping a plate specimen
at both ends in the grips and oscillating the lower grip at a specified amplitude and frequency.
All tests are conducted by installing a fresh specimen in the apparatus, specifying the operating
condition, and running continuously until failure occurs. All tests are run until failure, when the
specimen breaks into two pieces.
High-speed, high-resolution infrared (IR) thermography was used to record the temperature
evolution of the specimen during the entire experiment. The IR camera was a MIKRON M7500
with temperature range between 0 oC to 500 oC, resolution of 320 × 240 pixel, accuracy of ±2%
of reading, sensitivity/NETD of 0.08 oC at 30 oC, and image update rate of 7.5 Hz. Before fatigue
testing, the surface of the specimen is covered with black paint to increase the thermal emissivity
of the specimen surface. Figure 1.2 shows surface temperature evolution of a series of bending
fatigue tests at the clamped end where the specimen fractures. These tests pertain to subjecting
9

an Alum
minum specim
men to diffeerent stress amplitudes. It is to be noted that a persistent trend
emerges from all the experiments. Initially, the
t surface teemperature rrises since thhe energy deensity
h
efffect gives rise
r to generration of heeat greater thhan the heatt loss
associateed with the hysteresis
from thee specimen by convecttion and raadiation. Thhereafter, tem
mperature ttends to become
relatively
y uniform fo
or a period of time unttil it suddennly begins too rise, shorttly before faailure
occurs. Figure
F
1.2 allso shows ho
ow the temperature of thhe specimen varies around a mean vvalue.
The rise of the meaan temperatu
ure during fatigue
f
test iis due to thhe plastic deeformation oof the
material. The oscillaation of the temperaturee around meean value is caused by tthe thermoleeastic
3, and 19].
effect [13

Figure 1.1. Schemattic of the experimental apparatus for torsion fatigue test.
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Figure 1.2.
1 Evolutio
on of temperature in beending fatiggue of Alum
minum speciimen at 10 H
Hz at
differentt displacem
ment ampliitudes a)49
9.53mm, b))48.26 mm,, c)38.1mm
m, d)35.56 mm.
Tempera
ature increa
ases initially
y, levels off for a period
d, it sudden
nly rises justt before fraccture
occurs.
1.3 Theo
ory and Formulation
Descriptiion of the reelevant irrev
versible proccesses requirres formulatiing the first and secondd laws
of thermodynamic ass applicable to a system
m whose prooperties are ccontinuous ffunction of sspace
and timee. According
g to the firstt law of therrmodynamiccs the total energy conttent E withhin an
arbitrary control vollume can ch
hange only if
i energy floows into (orr out of) thee control voolume
through its
i boundary
y:
dE = dQ − dW

(1.2)

where Q and W aree heat flow and
a work acrross the bouundary of thee control vollume. In term
ms of
the speciific quantitiees, the law of
o conservatiion of energy
gy for a conttrol volume can be writtten as
[20]:
ρ

du
= −divJ q + σ : D
dt

(1.3)
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where ρ is density, u is specific internal energy, J q is heat flux across the boundary, σ is
symmetric stress tensor, and D is symmetric rate of deformation tensor.
The second law of thermodynamics (Clausius-Duhem inequality) postulates that the rate of
entropy generation is always greater than or equal to the rate of heating divided by the
temperature T [21]. That is:
ρds dt ≥ −div( J q T)

(1.4)

where s represents the specific entropy. The right hand side of Equation (1.4) can be written as:
div( J q T ) = divJ q T − J q . grad T T

2

(1.5)

Substituting Equation (1.5) into Equation (1.4) and replacing divJ q from Equation (1.3)
yields:
ρ ds dt + (σ : D − ρ du dt − J q . grad T T ) T ≥ 0

(1.6)

Let Ψ represents the specific free energy defined as [21]:
Ψ = u − Ts

(1.7)

Differentiating Equation (1.7) with respect to time t , and dividing the result by temperature T
yields:
− (dΨ dt + s dT dt ) T = ds dt − du ( Tdt )

(1.8)

Considering Equation (1.8), the inequality (1.6) reads:

(σ : D − ρ (dΨ

dt + s dT dt ) − J q . grad T T ) T ≥ 0

(1.9)

For small deformations, the deformation rate tensor D is replaced by ε& which represents the
total strain rate. The total strain is decomposed to plastic and elastic strain:

ε = ε p + εe

(1.10)
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The specification of the potential function (free specific energy Ψ ) must be concave with
respect to temperature T and convex with respect to other variables. Also, potential function Ψ
depends on observable state variables and internal variables [21]:
Ψ = Ψ ( ε ,T ,ε p ,ε e ,Vk )

(1.11)

where Vk can be any internal variable.
By referring to Equation (1.10), strains are decomposed to ε − ε p = ε e , so we can rewrite
Equation (1.11) as:
Ψ = Ψ ( T ,ε − ε p ,Vk ) = Ψ ( T ,ε e ,Vk )

(1.12)

Using the chain rule, the rate of specific free energy can be written as:
:
•

•

•

∂Ψ ∂t = ( ∂Ψ ∂ε e ) ε e + ( ∂Ψ ∂T ) T + ( ∂Ψ ∂V )V

(1.13)

After substitution of Equation (1.13) into Equation (1.9), we obtain:
:

:

-

•
•
•
•
︵⎛⎜ σ ρ ∂Ψ ∂ε︶
ε e + σ ε p − ρ (∂Ψ ∂T + s )T − ρ ∂Ψ ∂Vk Vk − J q . grad T T ⎞⎟ T ≥ 0
e
⎝
⎠

(1.14)

For small strains, the following expressions define the thermoelastic laws [21]:
σ = ρ ∂Ψ ∂ε e

(1.15)

s = − ∂Ψ ∂T

(1.16)

The constitutive laws of Equations (1.15) and (1.16) arise from fulfillment of non-negative
inequality of Equation (1.14). By defining thermodynamic forces associated with the internal
variables [21] as follows:
Ak = ρ ∂Ψ ∂Vk

(1.17)

Hence, the Clausius-Duhem inequality is reduced to express the fact that volumetric entropy
generation rate is positive:
•

•

•

γ = σ : ε p T − A Vk T − J q . grad T T 2 ≥ 0

(1.18)
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Equation (1.18) is also interpreted as the product of generalized thermodynamic forces

{

}

X = {σ T , A T , grad T T 2 } and generalized rates or flows J = ε& p ,−V&k ,− J q , [22-24]:
•

γ = ∑ X k .J k

(1.19)

k

Irreversible thermodynamics considers forces X as drivers of flows J . Each J can depend
on all forces [20] and intensive quantities (e.g., temperature T ) associated with the dissipative
process.
Equation (1.18) describes the entropy generation process which consists of the mechanical
dissipation due to plastic deformation, nonrecoverable energy stored in the material, and the
thermal dissipation due to heat conduction. For metals nonrecoverable energy represents only 510% of the entropy generation due to mechanical dissipation and is often negligible [6, 25, and
26]:
•

AVk T ≈ 0

(1.20)

Therefore, Equation (1.18) reduces to:
•

•

γ = σ : ε p T − J q . grad T T 2 ≥ 0

(1.21)

The coupling of thermodynamics and continuum mechanics requires the selection of
observable and internal variables [27]. In the present study, two observable variables:
temperature T and total strain ε are chosen. By referring to Equation (1.2) and replacing
ρ du dt by the expression derived from u = Ψ + Ts :

ρ ⎛⎜Ψ + T s + T s ⎞⎟ = −divJ q + σ : D
•

•

•

(1.22)

⎠

⎝

Considering Equations (1.13), (1.15) and (1.16) and small deformations, Equation (1.22)
yields:
•

•

•

•

σ : ε e + A V k + ρT s = − divJ q + σ : ε

(1.23)
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By applying chain rule to Equation (1.16), we can express

by:

:

•

s=−

•

s

∂ 2Ψ • ∂ 2Ψ • ∂ 2Ψ •
εe −
T−
Vk
∂εe ∂T
∂T 2
∂Vk ∂T

(1.24)

Substitution of Equations (1.28), (1.16) and (1.17) into Equation (1.24) results in:
:

•

s=−

∂σ •
∂s • ∂A •
εe +
T−
Vk
ρ∂T
∂T
ρ∂T

(1.25)

By introducing the specific heat, C = T (∂s ∂T ) , using Equations (1.10) (1.20) and (1.25), and
taking into account Fourier’s law ( J q = −k grad T ), Equation (1.23) leads to [21]:
•

:

•

•

k∇ 2T = ρC T − σ : ε p − T ∂σ ∂T ε e

(1.26)

where k is the thermal conductivity.
Equation (1.26) shows the energy balance between four terms: transfer of heat by conduction
( k∇2T ), retardation effect due to thermal inertia ( ρCT& ), internal heat generation consisting of
plastic deformation ( W p = σ : ε& p )—which is responsible for mean temperature rise—and
:

thermoelastic coupling term, We = T ∂σ ∂T ε&e , which takes into account the thermoelastic effect
(Figure 1.2).
The total energy generation in Equation (1.22) is the combination of elastic and plastic
energy, Wt = We + W p for low and high-cycle fatigue [5, 6, and 9].
⎛ 1 − n′ ⎞ ( 1+n′ ) n
σ ′f1 n′
Wt = 2( 1 + υ )σ ′f 2 N 2 b ( 3 E ) + 4ε ′f ⎜
⎟σ a
′
+
1
n
⎝
⎠

(1.27)

where n′ is cyclic strain hardening exponent, ε ′f is fatigue ductility coefficient, σ ′f denotes the
fatigue strength coefficient, σ a represents the stress amplitude and υ is the Poisson’s ratio. The
parameters b, E, and N represent the fatigue strength coefficient, modulus of elasticity and the
number of cycles to failure, respectively.
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Since the temperature fluctuation caused by thermoelastic effect is small in comparison with
mean temperature rise (Figure 1.2), the elastic part in Equation (1.26) can be neglected [13].
Therefore, Equations (1.20) and (1.25) can be simplified to:
•

ρC T − k∇ 2T = W p
•

(1.28)

γ = W p T − J q . grad T T ≥ 0
2

(1.29)

The fracture fatigue entropy (FFE) can be obtained by integration of Equation (1.29) up to the
time t f when failure occurs:
tf

(

)

γ f = ∫ W p T − J q . grad T T dt
0

2

(1.30)

where γ f is FFE. In low-cycle fatigue where the entropy generation due to plastic deformation is
dominant and the entropy generation due to heat conduction is negligible, Equation (1.26)
reduces to:

γ f = ∫ (W p T ) dt
tf

(1.31)

0

The experimental temperature, such as those shown in Figure 1.2, can be used to calculate
FFE.
1.4 Numerical Simulation
Simultaneous solution of Equations (1.28) and (1.29) is necessary to determine the entropy
generation. For this purpose, a commercial software package (Flexpde) which employs the finite
element method to solve partial differential Equations is utilized.
(a) Computational Model
Three-dimensional models with ten-node quadratic tetrahedral elements and appropriate
number of meshes for the specimens undergoing bending are developed. The corresponding
number of finite elements for bending is 2709. Figure 1.3 shows geometry and finite element
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meshes used
u
for the specimen un
ndergoing bending
b
fatiggue and becaause of sym
mmetric conddition,
only halff of the speciimen is mod
deled.
A mesh
m
depend
dency study was
w carried out to investtigate the eff
ffect of the nnumber of meshes
on the calculated en
ntropy generration from Equation (11.29). The rresults of thhe effect of mesh
refinement for bendin
ng test of All-6061 at 10
0 Hz and 49.553 mm displlacement am
mplitude is shhown
in Table 1.1. It reveaals that the caalculated ressult for FFE is independeent of mesh refinement.

Figure 1.3. FEM mo
odel and asssociated meesh in bendin
ng fatigue.
Table 1.1. Efffect of mesh
h refinemen
nt on calculaated FFE
No. of mesh
m
FFE (MJm--3K-1)
3.960
2709
3.955
2897
3.956
5604
3.954
10771
3.955
15875
(b) Bo
oundary Condditions

Figuree 1.4 shows a two dimen
nsional skettch of the coomputationall model usedd for the bennding
load with
h the notation
ns indicating
g the boundaary conditionns. A summaary of bounddary conditioons is
shown in
n Table 1.2. Different tip
p displacements amplituudes (25-50 mm) at diffferent frequeencies
(6-18 Hzz) are consid
dered as the applied load
ds in the moddel. Boundaary W1 exchhanges heat tto the
surround
ding by conv
vection and radiation. Walls
W
W2 arre at room temperaturee, Ta . Conveective
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heat tran
nsfer is assum
med as the boundary co
ondition on walls W3. T
The convecttive heat traansfer
coefficien
nt h is esttimated usin
ng an experrimental proocedure whhich involvees measuringg the
cooling rate
r
of the specimen
s
surrface temperrature after a sudden innterruption oof the fatigue test
[Appendix A]. Surfaace emissivitty, ε 0 is callculated to bbe 0.93 and σ 0 is the Stephan-Boltzman
67 × 10-8 (Wm
m-2K-4).
constant equals to 5.6
Waalls W4 are associated with
w the glasss wool insuulation used in the expeeriments, theereby,
zero heaat flux at th
his boundary
y. The boun
ndary W5 i s consideredd as a sym
mmetric bounndary
condition
n.
Theermal and mechanical
m
properties of the materiaals are summ
marized in Table 1.3 [288, and
29]. Fatig
gue propertiies of the selected materrials are bassed on the exxperimental studies of W
Wong
[30] and Lin et al. [31].

Figure 1.4. Schemattic of 2-D model
m
with boundary
b
coondition nottations.
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Table 1.2. Boundary conditions
boundary
type
thermal condition
description
k ∂T ∂n = h(T − Ta ) + n is the normal to the wall
Wall, convection
W1
& radiation to air
σ ε (T 4 − T 4 )
0

W2
W3
W4
W5

Wall, constant T
Wall, convection to air
Wall, insulation
Wall, symmetric plane

material
Al-6061
SS 304
Glass wool

0

a

T = Ta
k ∂T ∂n = h (T − Ta )

∂ T ∂n = 0
∂ T ∂n = 0

n is the normal to the wall
n is the normal to the wall
n is the normal to the wall

Table 1.3. Material properties
C ( Jkg-1 K-1) σ ′ (Mpa) ε ′
k (Wm-1K-1) ρ ( kg m-1)
164
2659
871
535
1.34
16
7900
500
1000
0.25
0.037
200
0.66
-----------

n′
0.062
0.171
------

1.5 Results and Discussion
The evolution of entropy generation is calculated for the entire fatigue life and then integrated
over time to determine the entropy generated during fatigue process (Equation 1.30). Figure 1.5
shows comparison of numerical and experimental entropy generation based on Equations (1.30)
and (1.31) for bending fatigue of Al 6061-T6 where frequency and displacement amplitude are
10 Hz and 49.53 mm, respectively. Small difference between the experimental result and
numerical simulation is due to the fact that heat conduction is neglected in Equation (1.31). The
final value of the entropy generation (about 4 MJ/m3K for this test) is associated with the entropy
at fracture when the specimen breaks into two pieces.
An uncertainty analysis is performed using the method of Kline and McClintock [32]. This
method uses relative uncertainty in various primary experimental measurements to estimate the
uncertainty of the final result. If the result of an experiment, R , assumed to be calculated from M
independent parameters, z1 , z 2 ,K , z M then the uncertainty propagated into the result, δR is:
⎞
⎛ ∂R
δR = ∑ ⎜⎜
δzi ⎟⎟
i =1 ⎝ ∂z i
⎠
M

2

(1.32)
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where δz1 , δz 2 ,K , δz M are the unccertainties off the indepenndent param
meters. Usingg this methodd, the
uncertain
nty in the calculated
c
reesult δR wiill have thee same leveel as each oof the indivvidual
parameteers. Applying
g Equation (1.32)
(
to Equ
uation (1.31)) gives:
δγ& =

∂γ&
δT
δ
∂T

((1.33)

Maxim
mum error in
n calculating
g entropy bassed on uncerrtainty analyysis is about ± 1 % .

Figure 1.5.
1 Volumeetric entropy generatio
on evolution
n vs. numbeer of cycless for Al 60661-T6
under beending test, frequency=
=10 Hz, disp
placement aamplitudes=
=49.53 mm.
Figuree 1.6 showss the resultts of experimental FFE
E for bendinng fatigue ttests at diffferent
frequencies. Results of different displacemen
nt amplitudees and differrent thicknessses of speciimen,
i.e., 3, 4.82, and 6.35
5 mm are sh
hown in this figure. Fraccture fatigue entropy is ffound to be aabout
4 MJ/m3K,
K regardless of the load
d, frequency and thickneess of the speecimen. It is to be notedd that
the resullts of seven
n sets of experiments
e
presented in Figure 1.6 correspond to diffferent
combinattion of speccimen thickn
nesses and operating frrequencies. Also, experrimental datta are
associateed with the different
d
disp
placement am
mplitudes raanging from 25 mm to 550 mm. The same
concept for
f plotting experimenta
e
al data is followed in Figgures 1.7 andd 8.
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Figuree 1.7 presentts the resultss of experim
mental FFE plotted as a fu
function of thhe fatigue liffe for
bending and tension-compressio
on tests for Al
A 6061-T6 specimens at 10 Hz. Itt is seen thaat the
ndependent of
o the type of loading.
FFE is in
Figuree 1.8 presents the resu
ults of entrropy generaation at faillure for staainless steell 304
undergoiing bending, and torsion fatigue testss. The resultts show that the entropy generation aat the
fracture point
p
for SS 304 is abou
ut 60 MJ/m3K,
K independeent of frequeency and geoometry. It is to be
noted thaat the fatiguee life of a sp
pecimen und
dergoing cycclic load is oonly weakly dependent oon the
test frequ
uencies [7, an
nd 33] up to
o 200Hz.
The reesults presen
nted in Figurres 1.6-8 dem
monstrate thhe validity off the constannt entropy gaain at
failure fo
or Aluminum
m and Stain
nless Steel sp
pecimens. T
The results rreveal that thhe necessaryy and
sufficientt condition for final frracture of Al
A 6061-T6 correspondds to the enntropy gain of 4
MJ/m3K regardless of
o the test frrequency, th
hickness of thhe specimenn and the strress state. Foor SS
304 specimens, this condition
c
corresponds to
o entropy gaiin of about 660 MJ/m3K.

Figure 1.6.
1
Fracturre fatigue entropy
e
vs. number of cycles to faailure for diifferent ben
nding
fatigue tests of Al
A 6061-T6
6 with diffferent spe cimen thiccknesses, ffrequencies and
displacem
ment ampllitudes. Fra
acture fatig
gue entrop
py remainss at roughly 4 MJ/m
m3 K
regardleess of the th
hickness load and frequ
uency. Disp
placement aamplitude iss varied from 25
mm to 50 mm.
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Figure 1.7.
1
Experimental fraccture fatigu
ue entropy vs. numbeer of cycles to failuree for
tension-ccompression
n, bending, and torsion
nal fatigue ttests of Al 6061-T6 at ffrequency 100 Hz.
Fracturee fatigue en
ntropy rema
ains at abo
out 4 MJ/m
m3K for both
h tension-compression
n and
bending fatigue. Dissplacement amplitude is
i varied froom 25 mm tto 50 mm.

Figure 1.8.
1
Experimental fraccture fatigu
ue entropy vs. numbeer of cycles to failuree for
bending and torsion
nal fatigue tests of SS 304 for diffferent load
ds (25-50 m
mm displacement
des) and freequencies. Fracture
F
fa
atigue entroopy remain
ns at about 60 MJ/m3K for
amplitud
tension-ccompression
n and bendiing and torssion fatigue .
A posssible applicaation of the proposed hy
ypothesis off the constannt entropy gaain at failuree is in
the deveelopment off a method
dology for prevention of the cattastrophic fa
failure of m
metals
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undergoing fatigue load. As demonstrated in this work (Figure 1.5), the entropy generation
increases during the fatigue life toward a final value of γ f . Thus, fracture fatigue entropy, FFE
can be utilized as an index of failure. As the entropy generation accumulates toward the FFE, it
provides the capability of shutting down of the machinery before a catastrophic break down
occurs.
The concept of constant entropy gain at the fracture point, γ f assumes that thermodynamic
condition associated with the entropy generation is identical during the fatigue process and varies
only in the duration of the process. That is, failure occurs when

N = Nf ,

γ = γf

(1.34)

Within the range of the experimental tests presented, γ f is only dependent upon the material
and is independent of load, frequency and thickness. Therefore, the duration of the fatigue
process varies depending on the operating conditions in order to satisfy the condition of Equation
(1.34).
Based on this concept, one can conduct an accelerated failure testing scheme by increasing
process rates J while maintaining equivalent thermodynamic forces X to obtain the same
sequence of physical processes, in identical proportions, but at a higher rate. For example, by
•

increasing frequency, the rate of plastic deformation ε p increases and subsequently the rate of
degradation increases while the duration of the test is shortens in order to satisfy Equation (1.34).
This is in accordance with the accelerated testing procedure recently put forward by Bryant et al.
[17] based on the thermodynamics of degradation.
Figure 1.9 shows the normalized entropy generation during the bending fatigue of SS-30 and
Al 6061-T6 for different thicknesses, displacement amplitudes and frequencies. The abscissa of
Figure 1.9 shows the entropy generation using Equation (1.30) and normalized by dividing by
the entropy gain at the final fracture, γ f . The ordinate shows the number of cycles normalized by
23

dividing by the finaal number of
o cycles wh
hen failure occurs. It ccan be seen that normaalized
entropy generation monotonical
m
lly increasess until it reeaches the eentropy at tthe failure ppoint.
ngly, a simillar trend between norm
malized wearr plotted agaainst the norrmalized enntropy
Interestin
was repo
orted by Doeelling et al. [16]. Their work
w
resulteed in predicttion of flow of the Archhard’s
wear coeefficient (Arcchard [34]) with
w remarkaable accuraccy.

Figure 1.9.
1 Normallized entrop
py generatio
on vs. norm
malized num
mber of cyccles for ben
nding
fatigue of
o SS 304 and Al 6061-T6 for different th
hicknesses of specimen, displacement
amplitud
des and freq
quencies.
The reelation betw
ween the norrmalized cyccles to failurre and norm
malized entroopy generatiion is
approxim
mately linearr and can be described ass follows:
γ
N
≅
γf N f

(1.35)

where γ f is a properrty of materiial. Using Eq
quation (1.344), the numbber of cycless to failure can be
expressed
d as:
⎛N⎞
N f ≅ ⎜⎜ ⎟⎟ ⋅ γ f
⎝ γ⎠

(1.36)
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Equation (1.36) offers a methodology for prediction of the fatigue failure of a given material
based on the measurement of the thermodynamic entropy generation. By having FFE γ f and
calculating entropy generation γ at a selected number of cycles N , the fatigue life N f of the
specimen can be predicted. Calculation of the entropy generation γ can be performed at the
very beginning number of cycles of the test, thereby, providing an accelerated testing method for
determination of fatigue failure.
1.6 Conclusions
A thermodynamic approach for characterization of material degradation is proposed which
utilizes the entropy generated during the entire life of the specimens undergoing fatigue tests.
Results show that the cumulative entropy generation is constant at the time of failure and is
independent of geometry, load, and frequency. Moreover, it is shown that the fracture fatigue
entropy (FFE) is directly related to the type of material. That is, materials with different
properties such as Steel and Aluminum have a different cumulative entropy generation at the
fracture point. Calculations show that entropy generation for Aluminum 6061-T6 is 4 MJ/m3K
and 60 MJ/m3K for Stainless Steel 304. The implication of this finding is that by capturing the
temperature variation of a system undergoing fatigue process, the evolution of entropy
generation can be calculated during the fatigue life and then compared to the appropriate FFE for
the material to assess the severity of degradation of the specimen. Also, a methodology is offered
for prediction of the fatigue failure of a given material based on measurement of the
thermodynamic entropy generation.
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Chapter 2: Real-time Fatigue Life Monitoring Based on Thermodynamic Entropy*

*Reprinted by permission of Structural Health Monitoring Journal
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2.1 Introduction
All machinery components—the fuselage and wings of an aircraft, the blades of a helicopter and
a windmill, down hole drilling components and the like— are susceptible to fatigue and
eventually fail when their structural integrity is compromised. Therefore, accurate assessment of
fatigue is of paramount importance for maintaining safety in engineering systems. Of different
types of structural damage, fatigue is thought to be the most common source of structural
degradation [1], making fatigue diagnosis and prognosis capabilities highly desirable.
The open literature contains many studies pertaining to fatigue damage and life prediction
theories with interest in continuous monitoring of structural health and integrity so that remedial
actions can be taken to prevent failure [2-24]. To account for the accumulation of fatigue
damage, the so-called Miner’s rule [7] is often applied. However, Miner’s rule does not consider
the nonlinear accumulative rate of fatigue damage process [5]. To consider the effect of variable
amplitude loadings, Li et al. [3] used the principle of continuum damage mechanics and
developed a methodology for fatigue damage in bridge structures with a real-time, datamonitoring capability. Zheng et al. [14] studied the fatigue life of an old steel bridge by using
specimens with original rivet central holes under two loading levels. Agerskov and Nielsen [15]
experimentally investigated the fatigue damage accumulation in steel highway bridges under
random loading based on the principles of fracture mechanics.
Fatigue damage accumulation can also be investigated using sensing devices such as acoustic
sensors, eddy currents sensors (Meandering Winding Magnetometer sensors), ultrasonic sensors,
and electromechanical sensors [16-19]. Moreover, thermal imaging techniques [20] are utilized
for structural failure analysis.
The majority of the existing methods are limited to the study of a single fatigue mode, i.e.,
bending, torsion, or tension-compression. Further, the variability in the duty cycle in a practical
application may render many of the existing methods incapable of reliable performance.
29

The present chapter attempts to predict the remaining service life of a component under
fatigue loading by relating the fatigue damage, as an irreversible process, to the thermodynamic
entropy. The premise of this chapter is that fatigue damage is an irreversible process involving
degradation that causes disorder in the system and in accordance with the second law of
thermodynamics [29] manifests itself in generation of entropy. As time progresses, disorder in
the system continually increases until it reaches a critical stage when failure occurs.
Simultaneously with the rise in disorder, entropy monotonically increases. Thus, as demonstrated
in recent literature, entropy offers a natural measure of a component’s deterioration [27-29].
In a recent paper [29], the authors showed that the cumulative entropy production in metals
subjected to cyclic loading—bending, torsion, and tension-compression—at the onset of fracture
is constant. This so-called fracture fatigue entropy (FFE) is independent of geometry, load, and
frequency. That is, the necessary and sufficient condition for final fracture of a metal undergoing
fatigue load corresponds to a constant irreversible entropy gain. Specifically, an extensive set of
experimental results involving bending, torsion, and tension-compression fatigue tests revealed
that FFE is approximately 4 ( ± 0.3) MJ m-3K-1 for Al 6061-T6 and approximately 60 ( ± 5) MJ m3

K-1 for SS 304. Research shows that fatigue properties may vary with frequencies,

environmental conditions, and temperature [30-33]. For example, Liaw et. al [30] reported that
the fatigue life varies with changing the test frequencies and environmental conditions involving
fatigue tests in air, nitrogen, and mercury. Kohout [31] reported that a decrease in testing
temperature shifts the fatigue life toward higher fatigue strength and vice versa. Therefore,
neglecting the variation of the fatigue properties with different test conditions can produce some
errors in the calculation of FFE.
In this chapter we attempt to predict the remaining service life of a component under fatigue
loading by FFE concept described in the chapter 1. A methodology for online monitoring of
fatigue life in machinery components is presented that utilizes the accumulation of entropy to
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assess the severity of degradation associated with fatigue. Using FFE concept, a prototype called
Fatigue Monitoring Unit (FMU) is developed that automatically shuts down the machine prior to
fatigue fracture based on a user-specified factor of safety1.
2.2 Theory and Methodology for Fatigue Life Monitoring with FFE
In accordance with the second law of thermodynamics in solids with internal friction the
production due to plastic deformation and the thermal dissipation is given by the following
relationship [29].
•

γ = wp T − J q . grad T T 2

(2.1)

•

•

where γ represents the entropy production rate ( γ ≥ 0 ), J q denotes the heat flux, T is the
surface temperature, and wp is the cyclic plastic energy per unit volume which can be calculated
from Morrow’s approximation [34-36].
wp = AN αf

(2.2)

where Nf represents the number of cycle to failure, and constant A and α are material
specifications (see Table 2.1) and can be calculated from the following relationship [34 and 37].
⎛ c − b ⎞ b +c
A = 2 2+b+c σ ′f ε ′f ⎜
⎟N f
⎝c+b⎠
α = 2+b+c

(2.3)
(2.4)

where ε ′f is the fatigue ductility coefficient, and σ ′f denotes the fatigue strength coefficient.
Parameters b and c represent the fatigue strength coefficient, and fatigue ductility coefficient,
respectively.
Table 2.1 Material properties
α
Material
A
Al-6061 930.8 -0.964
236 -0.501
SS 304

A technology disclosure has been filed with the LSU Office of Intellectual Properties and a
provisional patent application has been submitted.
1
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In low-cycle fatigue where the entropy production due to plastic deformation is dominant, the
entropy production due to heat conduction is negligible [29], Equation (2.1) reduces to:
•

γ = wp T

(2.5)

The accumulation of entropy production can be obtained by integrating Equation (2.5):

γ = ∫ (w p T ) dt
t

(2.6)

0

At the onset of fracture, t = t f , the fracture fatigue entropy (FFE) for a given material
corresponds to the value of γ f and the corresponding number of cycle is N f . That is, FFE is
defined by integration of Equation (2.5) up to the time t f [29]:

γf =∫

tf

0

(w

p

T ) dt

(2.7)

where γ f represents FFE.
Equation (2.7) shows that the entropy production continuously increases during the fatigue
life until the final value is reached and failure take places. That is, failure occurs when
N = Nf ,

γ = γf

(2.8)

To prevent fatigue failure, the system must be shut down prior to tf , the instant when fracture
occurs. By continuously calculating γ using Equation (2.7) and comparing to FFE for the material
being tested, one can assess the percentage of remaining life and halt the operation with a desired
factor of safety, e.g., 10% remaining life, etc.
In the view point of fatigue damage, the critical stage is the onset of macrocrack initiation
[29]. Experiments show that the corresponding macrocrack propagation period can be identified
by detecting the instant when temperature rises abruptly. Figure 2.1 shows the variation of
temperature and the rate of temperature change with time (temperature slope) for Al 6061-T6
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specimen during the bending fatigue process. Temperature increases at the beginning of the test,
and then tends to become flat for a major portion of the specimen’s life until it suddenly begins
to rise, shortly before failure occurs. Simultaneous with temperature variation, the rate of the
change of temperature with time decreases at the beginning of the test, tends to become
approximately nil during the steady-state phase, and finally around 90% of fatigue life it begins
to increase. To prevent fracture, the operation should be halted when
γ
≤ 0.9
γf

(2.9)
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Figure 2.1. The evolution of temperature and slope of the temperature where failure occurs
at the displacement amplitude of 49.53 mm in bending fatigue of Aluminum specimen
Due to probabilistic nature of fatigue, the exact number of cycles at the failure point is not
known. However, research shows that for a given material, the FFE is a constant value
independent of the loading sequence, loading type and frequency. Therefore, by monitoring the
accumulation of entropy and comparing it to FFE, one can assess the remaining life of a
specimen. Hence, Equation (2.9) is based on the entropy accumulation during a fatigue process
and as soon as accumulated entropy reaches 90% of FFE, the system operation is halted.
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A pro
ocedure based on Equaations (2.7) and (2.9) is developeed for the structural hhealth
monitorin
ng which usses LabVIEW
W (Laborato
ory Virtual Innstrumentatiion Engineering Workbeench)
programm
ming enviro
onment. Thiss software provides
p
the necessary ddata acquisittion from seensors
and onlin
ne calculatio
ons as well as
a online data analysis. T
The flow chaart of the proocedure is shhown
in Figuree 2.2.

2 A flow chart of proccedure for the
t fatigue aanalysis
Figure 2.2.
2.3 Expeerimental Apparatus an
nd Structurral Health M
Monitoring S
System
A series of fatigue teests is perform
med to exam
mine thermoddynamic enttropy conceppt. Specimenns are
made of Al 6061-T6 and SS 304. The fatiguee testing appparatus is a ccompact, bennch-mountedd unit
with a vaariable-speed
d motor, varriable throw
w crank connnected to thee reciprocatiing platen w
with a
failure cut-off
c
circu
uit in a con
ntrol box, an
nd a cycle counter. A detailed deescription oof the
apparatuss is reported
d in chapter 1.
1
The prototype of life predictiion system consisting
c
oof fatigue m
monitoring unnit (FMU) w
which
measuress the entropy accumulattion, and the bending ffatigue machhine is show
wn in Figuree 2.3.
FMU pro
ototype conssists of a dataa acquisition
n module (O
OMB-DAQ-556), an electrronic circuitt with
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a normallly closed relay, a USB
B-9472 dataa acquisitionn module, aand computeer hardware.. The
control module
m
of thee fatigue testt apparatus is
i described below.

2
Prototy
ype of the fatigue mo
onitoring u
unit (FMU)) and bend
ding fatiguee test
Figure 2.3.
machinee
The sp
pecimen’s th
hermal resp
ponse is mon
nitored via tthermocouples placed nnear the clam
mped
end. Sincce it is difficcult to place the thermoccouple at thee exact locatiion where faailure occurss, two
thermoco
ouples are placed
p
closee to the clam
mped end tto independently determ
mine the enntropy
productio
on. It is to bee noted that increasing the
t number oof thermocouuples reducees the error iin the
calculatio
on of entro
opy production. DAQ--56 transferrs temperatuure data m
measured byy the
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thermocouples to the computer. Entropy production is individually calculated based on the
temperature data of the thermocouples in the LabVIEW which analyzes data and the entropy
production. The maximum of the calculated entropy based on the thermocouples data is chosen
for comparing with FFE and assessing the remaining life. This corresponds to the minimum
temperature reading of the thermocouples. Maximum error in temperature measurement based
on uncertainty analysis is about ± 2% [38]. Fatigue life is then calculated and compared with
90% of life which is defined as the threshold in the present study to stop the fatigue machine.
Finally, as soon as the fatigue life falls below the threshold, a signal is sent via USB-9472 to the
electronic circuit to switch off the fatigue machine.
2.4 Results and Discussion
This section presents the results of fatigue life monitoring for two types of bending and torsional
fatigue tests of Al 6061-T6 and SS 304 at the frequency of 10 HZ and for different constant and
variable amplitude loadings.
2.4.1 Constant Amplitude Loading
Different displacement amplitudes from 20 to 50 mm are applied to the specimens under bending
and torsional fatigue tests. All tests are continued up to the Stage 1 where the fatigue machine is
automatically shut down by FMU. Then, the machine is manually turned back on to continue the
process until fracture occurs (Stage 2).
Figure 2.4 shows the SS 304 temperature evolution during the torsional test under two different
constant amplitude loadings (35.56 and 33.02 mm). Surface temperature is seen to rapidly
increase at the beginning of the test and then it approaches to a stationary value until it is
suddenly stopped by FMU based on the defined threshold. During the degradation process,
entropy accumulation is calculated in FMU and compared with FFE. As long as accumulated
entropy is below the threshold (in this work 90 % of life), the specimen under fatigue is on the
safe side. Note that the threshold is completely a user-defined parameter and can be set to
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accommo
odate a desirred factor off safety. Thee fatigue testt is continueed until failuure occurs annd the
specimen
n breaks into
o two pieces,, Stage 2. The fatigue m
machine is sw
witched off w
with 10% errror in
case (a) and 12% errror in case (b).
(
To redu
uce error, thhermocouplees must be pplaced as cloose as
possible to location where
w
the faiilure takes place.

Figure 2.4.
2
Temperrature evolu
ution vs. fattigue life forr torsion tesst of SS 3044 under con
nstant
load. a) 35.56 mm displacemen
d
nt amplitud
de, b) 33.02 mm displacement amp
plitude. As soon
mulated enttropy reach
hes to 90% of life, fattigue monittoring unit shuts down
n the
as accum
fatigue machine,
m
Sttage 1. The operation is halted w
within 10% error in caase (a) and 12%
error inccase (b).
2.4.2 Varriable Amplitude Load
ding
To investigate the role of vaariable load
d and load sequencingg effects oon the propposed
t
are carrried out und
der two-stagee cyclic loadding sequencces: High-to-Low
methodology, some tests
load and Low-to-Hig
gh load. All tests are perrformed up tto the Stage 1 where thee load sequennce is
changed,, and then continued
c
to
o the thresho
old point att which the fatigue macchine is stoppped,
Stage 2. Finally, the tests are ressumed and operation conntinued untill fracture occcurs (Stage 33.)
m specimen uunder
Figuree 2.5 depictss the temperature variatiion versus faatigue life of Aluminum
two diffeerent variablle amplitudee loadings: 44.45 to 366.83 mm as High-to-Low
w amplitudee and
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36.83 to 44.45 mm as
a Low-to-H
High amplitu
ude.

Entroppy is accum
mulated up too Stage 1, w
which

correspon
nds to the in
nstant when the
t load wass changed. T
Then, the acccumulated enntropy is addded to
the accum
mulated entrropy of Stag
ge 1. As soon
n as the threeshold is reaached, the faatigue machiine is
automatically shut do
own. Contin
nuing the exp
periment up to Stage 3, eventually ffailure occurrs and
the specimen breaks into two parrts.

2
Tempeerature evollution vs. fatigue
fa
life ffor bendingg test of All 6061-T6 u
under
Figure 2.5.
variable load. a) High-to-Low amplitude (44.45 to 336.83 mm), b) Low-to--High amplitude
(36.83 to
o 44.45 mm
m). As soon
n as accum
mulated enttropy reach
hes to 90% of life, faatigue
monitoriing unit shu
uts down th
he fatigue machine,
m
Sttage 2. The operation is halted w
within
10% errror in case (a
a) and 12%
% error incasse (b).
The raatio of the nu
umber of cyccle at the thrreshold poinnt ( N t ), to thhat of complete failure ooccurs
( N f ) is reported
r
in Table
T
2.2 and 2.3 for Al 6061-T6 annd SS 304 of bending annd torsional tests,
respectiv
vely. In som
me tests, thee operation of the maachine is stoopped closee to the 10%
% of
remainin
ng life. Howeever, in som
me tests the reaming
r
life has some eerrors withinn the range oof 5%
to 15% error.
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Torsion Fatigue
Test

Bending Fatigue Test

Table 2.2 The ratio of the number of cycle at the calculated stop point to the final number of
cycle for Al 6061-T6
Nt
Test Type
Nf
% Nt N f
8200

8900

92

6400

7000

91

5600

6400

87.5

4800

5900

81

4800

5600

85

5000

5800

86

9700

11500

84

7200

8700

82

7000

7300

95

7000

7400

94

7300

9800

74

2370

2952

80

3300
4400
8500
4300
4800
3700
2600

4100
5200
10000
4900
5400
5100
3400

78
84
85
87
88
72
76

Bending Fatigue Test

Table 2.3 The ratio of the number of cycle at the calculated stop point to the final number of
cycle for SS 304
N
Test Type
Nf
% Nt N f
t
8600

9000

95

8400

9000

93

10600

12000

88

11000

13400

82

5600

6600

84

11556

13800

83

7700

7900

97

7200

8700

82

11500

14000

82

11524

13300

86
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Torsion Fatigue
Test

(Table 2.3 continued
d)
10400

115500

90

10000

130000

76

8900

106600

84

8900

113300

78

9000
9200

110000
98 00

81
95

14700

160000

91

14500

185500

78

9900

107700

92

10500

130000

80

12600

145500

86

Figure 2..6 and 2.7 sh
how the estiimated life versus
v
experrimental lifee for Al 6061-T6 and SS
S 304
under bending and to
orsional fatiigue test. Th
he data are sscattered aroound the 45 degree solidd line
and limitted in the saafety factor band (dasheed line). Thee results revveal that FF
FE concept yyields
promisin
ng results in
n the preven
ntion of fatiigue with sttructural heaalth monitorring. The reesults
presented
d in these figures
fi
highllight that talllying entroppy can be uused to halt the operatioon of
fatigue machine
m
befo
ore the comp
plete failure takes place within abouut 20% error for Al 60661-T6
and 15% error for SS
S 304.

Figure 2.6
6. Estimated
d life vs. exp
perimental life for bend
ding and toorsion fatigu
ue of Al 6061-T6
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Figure 2.7
7. Estimated
d life vs. exp
perimental life for bend
ding and toorsion fatigu
ue of SS 3044
Figure 2..8 shows thee experimenttal fatigue life of the preesent work w
with that of [[39] for Al-66061T6. Fig
gure 2.9 also
o shows com
mparison off fatigue dessign curve oobtained froom the resullts of
entropy criterion
c
preesented in Taable 2.2 and
d that of [399] for Al 60661-T6. The results of faatigue
tests stop
pped by en
ntropy conceept and thosse of comp lete failure are convertted to the sstress
amplitud
de based on the
t following
g relationship proposed bby [39].

σ=

79
1447
+ 96.5
Nf

(22.10)

where σ is the stresss amplitude.
The desig
gn curve of [39] is for th
he safety facctor of 2 andd the currentt design curvve safety facctor is
approxim
mately 1.1. It should be noted that
t
the fattigue designn curve baased on enntropy
accumulaation helps halting
h
the operation
o
of a componennt with the m
maximum usaage of life bbefore
catastrop
phic failure taakes place.
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Figure 2.8.
2 Comparrison of exp
perimental fatigue life of the currrent work w
with that off [39]
based on
n stress apprroach.

Figure 2.9.
2
Compa
arison of fa
atigue desig
gn curve b
based on th
he experim
mental resullts of
entropy method and
d the resultss of [39] bassed on stres s approach..
2.5 Concclusions
The mon
nitoring of th
he accumulaation of entrropy leadingg to the finaal fracture caan be used as an
effective tool to prrevent fatig
gue failure. This requiires the knoowledge off the amounnt of
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accumulated entropy at the failure point called fracture fatigue entropy (FFE). This information
is available for Al 6061-T6 and SS 304. A prototype of fatigue monitoring unit (FMU) is
developed as a structural health monitoring system installed on the existing fatigue machine. By
capturing the temperature variation of the specimen undergoing fatigue process, the evolution of
entropy generation is calculated in real time. The comparison of accumulated entropy with FFE
allows for removing the specimen from service before fatigue fracture occurs. Results are
presented for both constant and variable loads. In the laboratory prototype, an OMB-DAQ-56 is
used to receive the temperature signal from the thermocouple and to provide an appropriate
temperature-based input signal to the computer by means of LabVIEW software code. The
results of a series of laboratory fatigue tests show that FFE concept can be used to effectively
halt the operation of the system. It is shown that the method is capable of handling both constant
and variable amplitude loadings.
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Chapter 3: An Experimental Approach to Low-Cycle Fatigue Damage Based on
Thermodynamic Entropy*

*Reprinted by permission of International Journal of Solids and Structures
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3.1 Introduction
Fatigue fracture is one of the main failure mechanisms of structural elements subjected to cyclic
loading. Depending on the functions of the component and its usage in service, the impact of
fatigue on the overall system can change from a minor degradation to catastrophic failure [1].
Therefore, understanding the evolution of fatigue and prediction of fatigue failure are important
fields of research for development of new design as well as assessment of the remaining life of
structures in service [2]. In this prospective, continuum damage mechanics (CDM) provides an
effective approach for studying the fatigue damage evolution process.
In CDM a damage variable, D, in terms of material microstructures is defined to represent the
degradation of a material state prior to the initiation of macrocracks [3-5]. This variable should
be consistent with the fatigue damage mechanism of the material, and measured by an
appropriate experimental procedure. The literature contains several approaches for measuring the
damage variable. Some methods use the changes in dynamic responses, i.e. stress and strain [68] to determine the damage variable while others measure changes in the mechanical properties,
i.e., the elastic modulus and the tensile strength [6, 9, and 10], or changes in physical properties,
i.e., thermal and electric properties [6, and 11]. Most of these methods are deduced from the
theories of creep and plastic damage and lack physical basis of fatigue damage accumulation.
Hence, their applications to fatigue damage problems have not been entirely satisfactory [4, and
12].
Since the accumulation of damage is a dissipative process, it must obey the laws of
thermodynamics [13, and 14].

In general, it can be hypothesized that the degradation of

machinery components is a consequence of irreversible thermodynamic processes that disorder a
component, and that degradation is a time dependent phenomenon with increasing disorder [15].
This suggests that entropy — a fundamental parameter in thermodynamics that characterizes
disorder— offers a natural measure of component degradation [16].
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Utilizing a general theorem developed by Bryant et al. [17] that relates entropy generation to
irreversible degradation via generalized thermodynamic forces and degradation forces, Amiri et
al. [19] recently developed an experimental approach to evaluate critical fatigue damage value
based on the concept of entropy flow. They determined the entropy flow in different specimens
subjected to bending fatigue and evaluated the critical damage value. In that study, the entropy
flow was experimentally measured to link the irreversible degradation caused by bending fatigue
to the entropy flow. They showed that the damage parameter can be evaluated based on the
entropy supplied to the surrounding. This approach required measuring the surface temperature
and estimating the convective heat transfer coefficient.
In this chapter, a more general approach utilizing entropy generation is developed. The
cumulative plastic strain energy is used as a criterion for fatigue damage [20, and 21]. A series
of experimental measurements involving low cycle bending, torsion and tension-compression
fatigue is presented which relates the fatigue damage variation to entropy generation. Inferred
thermographic technique which is being widely utilized in the evaluation of fatigue processes
[22-29] is used to evaluate fatigue characteristic.
3.2 Experimental Procedure

Fatigue tests are conducted with Aluminum 6061-T6 and Stainless Steel 304 specimens.
Detail description of the fatigue testing apparatus is reported in chapter 1, and 2 The details of
the number of specimens in each type of fatigue tests are shown in Table 3.1.

Material
Al-6061
SS 304

Table 3.1. Fatigue test specification
Test Type
Number of fatigue
Bending
6
Torsion
4
Tension-Compression 2
Bending
6
Torsion
4
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High-sspeed, high--resolution in
nfrared therm
mography is used to recoord the tempperature evollution
of the sp
pecimen duriing the entirre experimen
nt. A therm
mocouple is uused to meaasure the am
mbient
temperatu
ure, and then it is attach
hed on the surface of thee specimen to calibrate IR camera aat the
beginning of the test. Figure 3.1 reports an example of thhe surface teemperature eevolution of Steel
specimen
n in bending
g test at th
he clamped end and in torsion tesst around thhe middle oof the
specimen
n where fracture occurs. Surface tem
mperature is seen to rapiidly increasee at the beginnning
of the tesst since the energy denssity associateed with the hysteresis effect gives rrise to generration
of heat greater
g
than the heat losss from the specimen
s
byy convectionn and radiatiion. Then ennergy
generatio
on balances the
t energy dissipation,
d
thereby
t
tempperature reacches a steadyy state conddition.
Temperaature suddenlly begins to rise shortly before
b
failurre occurs.

Figure 3.1.
3 Evolutio
on of temperature vs. fatigue
f
life oof torsion aand bendingg fatigue of Steel
m , b)
specimen
n at 10 Hz and different displaceement amp
plitudes a) ttorsion test, δ = 35.56 mm
δ = 49.53 mm , d) bending ttest δ = 45.72
7 mm .
torsion test, δ = 333.02 mm , c) bending test,
t
Tempera
ature increa
ases initiallly, reaches steady statee for a perriod, sudd
denly rise before
fracture occurs
3.3 Theo
ory and Formulation
3.3.1 Enttropy Law
usius-Duhem
m inequality states that in solids wiith internal friction all the deformaations
The Clau
cause positive entrop
py generation
n rate [6]:
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•

si =

•
•
1
1
1
σ : ε p − Ak Vk − 2 q.grad T ≥ 0
T
T
T

(3.1)

•

•

where si is entropy generation rate, σ is the stress tensor, ε p is the plastic strain rate, T is the
absolute temperature, Vk can be any internal variable such as damage and hardening, Ak are
thermodynamic forces associated with the internal variables, and q is the heat flux. Equation
(3.1) describes the entropy generation process which consists of the mechanical dissipation due
•

•

to plastic deformation ( W p = σ : ε p ), nonrecoverable energy stored in the material ( − Ak Vk ), and
the thermal dissipation due to heat conduction ( −

1
q.grad T ). For metals nonrecoverable
T2

energy represents only 5-10% of the entropy generation due to mechanical dissipation and is
often negligible [6]:
•

Ak Vk ≈ 0

(3.2)

Therefore, Equation (5.1) yields to:
•

si =

Wp
T

−

1
q.grad T
T2

(3.3)

where Wp is the cyclic plastic energy determined by Morrow’s cyclic plastic energy dissipation
formula given below [19, and 30]:
⎛ 1 − n′ ⎞ ( 1+ n′ ) n′
⎛ 1 − n′ ⎞
1+ b + c
W p = 4ε ′f ⎜
σ ′f1 n′ = 2σ ′f ε ′f ⎜
⎟σ a
⎟( 2 N f )
′
′
1
n
1
n
+
+
⎝
⎠
⎝
⎠

(3.4)

where n′ is cyclic strain hardening exponent, ε ′f is the fatigue ductility coefficient, σ ′f denotes
the fatigue strength coefficient , σ a represents the stress amplitude, N f is the final number of
cycles when failure occurs, b is fatigue strength exponent and c is fatigue ductility exponent.
Material properties are summarized in Table 3.2 [31-34].
In processes involving low-cycle fatigue, the entropy generation due to plastic deformation is
dominant and the entropy generation due to heat conduction is negligible. The corresponding
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entropy generation phenomenon starts slowly and grows. During the early stage of fatigue
entropy generation due to plastic deformation is still a dominant effect. Therefore, Equation (3.3)
reduces to:
•

si =

Wp

(3.5)

T

Therefore, the total entropy generation can be obtained by integration of Equation (3.5) up to the
time tf when fracture occurs:
s g = ∫ (W p T )
tf

(3.6)

0

where sg is the total entropy generation at the onset of fracture.
The experimental temperature, such as those shown in Figure 5.1, can be used to calculate total
entropy generation.

Material
Al-6061
SS 304

Yield
strength
(Mpa)
293
325

Table 3.2. Material properties
Fatigue
σ ′f
Elastic
limit
modulus ( Gpa)
(Mpa)
(Mpa)
70
93
535
185
128
1000

ε ′f

b

c

1.34
0.171

-0.082
-0.114

-0.83
-0.402

The relation between normalized entropy generation and normalized cycles to failure
Figure 3.2 shows normalized entropy generation (si/sg) versus normalized cycles to failure
(N/Nf). It is interesting to note that similar trends for normalized entropy flow plotted against
normalized cycles to failure in bending fatigue and for normalized wear plotted against the
normalized entropy flow were reported by Amiri et al. [18] and Doelling et al. [16], respectively.
Similarly, the current experimental measurements confirm the correlation between fatigue
degradation and entropy generation,si. The relation between the normalized cycles to failure and
normalized entropy generation is approximately linear and can be described as:
si
N
=
sg N f

(3.7)
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Entrop
py generatio
on in Equation (3.7) is calculated
c
uusing Equatioon (3.4). In the sectionss that
follow, it is shown that
t
how thiis linear relaationship in Equation (33.7) betweenn the normaalized
g
an
nd normalizeed cycles to failure is ussed to evaluaate the damaage parameteer.
entropy generation

Figure 3.2.
3 Normallized entrop
py generatio
on vs. norm
malized num
mber of cyccles for ben
nding
fatigue of
o SS-304 for different displacemen
d
nt amplitud
des
3.3.2 Da
amage Parameter Evolu
ution
Severaal approaches are availlable to assess fatigue damage [2,, 6, 9, 11, 16, and 18]. Of
particularr interest in this chapter is the work of Duyi andd Zhenlin [2]] who develooped a simplle but
realistic method forr analyzing the evolutio
on of the loow-cycle faatigue damage based onn the
reduction
n of static to
oughness, wh
hich is defin
ned as the arrea of stresss-strain curve, and the pplastic
strain energy during fatigue faillure. Accord
ding to theirr work, a geeneral logarithmic expreession
describin
ng the damag
ge evolution can be postu
ulated as folllows:
D = A + B ln ( 1 − N N f )

(33.8)

where D is dimension
nless damag
ge parameterr, and A and B are materiial parameters.
Equatiion (3.8) is expressed
e
in terms of maaterial static toughness aas [2]:
DN = 1 −

UT( N )
UT0

=−

⎛
N ⎞⎟
ln⎜ 1 −
⎜
ln N f ⎝
N f ⎟⎠
D N f −1

((3.9)
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where U T 0 (volumetric energy) is the static toughness of the intact material, U T ( N ) (volumetric
energy) is static toughness of the material pre-fatigued with N cycles. D N f

denotes the

−1

critical value of the damage variable at which the material pre-fatigued with N f − 1 cycles is
tensioned to final rupture under cyclic stress amplitude, and can be expressed by:
DN f −1 = 1 −

σ a2

(3.10)

2 EU T 0

where σ a is the cyclic stress amplitude, E is the elastic modulus.
According to Equation (3.9), damage variable is a function of the N N f ratio, i.e.,
⎛ N
D= f⎜
⎜N
⎝ f

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

(3.11)

Using the degradation-entropy generation theorem developed by Bryant et al. [19], one can
develop a relationship between the degradation caused by cumulative damage and the entropy
generation in the form of :
D = f (si )

(3.12)

Taking advantage of Equation (3.7), this following relationship holds:
(3.13)

D = A + B ln ( 1 − si s g )

Failure occurs when D reaches its critical value, Dc ( Dc ≤ 1 , [14]). At the onset of failure,
Equation (3.13) leads:
(3.14)

Dc = D0 + B ln( 1 − sic s g )

where D0 is the initial damage and the sic is the critical value of entropy generation at the time
when temperature starts rising just after steady state phase. In order to find the onset of rapid
temperature rise after steady state phase in the experiment, a program developed in FlexPDE (a
commercial software for solving partial differential equation) is employed which calculates the
slope of the temperature based on the temperature data recorded from the experiment throughout
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the fatigue life. Figure 3.3 shows a typical evolution of the slope of the temperature versus
normalized number of cycles (normalization with respect to the number of cycles to failure) for
Aluminum 6061-T6 specimens subjected to different bending load amplitudes. This graph
reveals that as the temperature approaches to steady state phase, the slope of the temperature
drops quickly and remains almost zero during this phase for around 90% of the fatigue life, after
which it starts to increase rapidly. The onset of abrupt increase in the temperature slope (or
temperature by itself) is considered as the critical condition for evaluation of sic in Equation
(3.14).
Solving Equation (3.14) for B and substituting into Equation (3.13) yields:
D = D0 +

(Dc − D0 )
ln( 1 − sic s g )

ln ( 1 − si s g )

(3.15)

Equation (3.15) as a measure of degradation satisfies two important properties of a convex
function as follows [35]:
1) A differentiable function of one variable (here damage; D) is convex on an interval if and only
if its derivative is monotonically non-decreasing on that interval; that is,
∂D
>0
∂s

(3.16)

2) A twice differentiable function of one variable is convex on an interval if and only if its
second derivative is non-negative, i.e.
∂2D
>0
∂s 2

(3.17)
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Figure 3.3.
3 The evolution of slo
ope of the teemperaturee where failu
ure occurs at differentt load
amplitud
des in bendiing fatigue of
o Aluminum specimen
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ults and Disccussion
3.4 Resu
The variiation of thee damage parameter
p
fo
or different displacemeent amplituddes and diffferent
fatigue teests (bending
g, torsion, an
nd tension-ccompression)) are plottedd in Figure 33.4 for Alum
minum
6061 along with the Equation (3
3.15). The reesults of preesent work aare comparedd with the reesults
based on
n the work off Duyi and Zhenlin
Z
[2] and
a Amiri ett al. [18]. Thhe specimenss are initiallyy free
of defectt, D0 = 0. Also,
A
at the critical poin
nt where tem
mperature sttarts to shooot up normaalized
entropy, sic s g , is co
onsidered 0.9
9, as an indiication of 900% of fatiguue life. The results show
w that
for differrent fatigue tests, the prresent experrimental woork is in goood agreemennt with Duyyi and
Zhenlin [2] and the work of Am
miri et al. [18].
[
Small discrepancyy between ddamage evollution
based on
n entropy flo
ow of the work
w
of Amirri et al. [18]] and presennt experimenntal work caan be
explained
d as followss. The degraadation-entro
opy generatiion theorem
m ([17]) prooves that: (aa) the
degradatiion rate w& = ∑ i w& i is a linear comb
bination w& = ∑i Bi S&i of the componnents of enntropy
generatio
on

S& i = ∑i X i j J i j

of the diissipative prrocesses pi w
where J i j arre generalizeed rates or fflows;

(b) the generalized
g
degradation
n forces Yi j are linear functions Yi j = Bi X i j oof the generralize
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thermodynamic forces X i j and (c) the proportionality factors Bi are the degradation coefficients
given by Bi = ∂w ∂S pi . In Amiri et al. [18], the entropy flow was utilized as an indication of
entropy generation. This required estimation of the convective heat transfer coefficient which
can play a role in the damage evolution during fatigue process. The present formulation is based
on the entropy generation and does not explicitly require the knowledge of convective heat
transfer coefficient. The maximum uncertainty predicted by Amiri et al. [18], ± 7.8% , whereas as
in the present work it is ± 1 % .
Figure 3.5 shows the evolution of damage variable for Stainless Steel at different
displacement amplitudes and different fatigue tests. The results of present work are compared
with the results based on the work of Duyi and Zhenlin [2] and Amiri et al. [18]. As shown in
this figure, in the early stage of fatigue life, damage increases monotonically, then the slope
increases with increasing the number of cycles followed by a sudden rise near the critical number
of cycles defined as 90% of fatigue life. This figure also shows that entropy generation can be
utilized to evaluate damage evolution during fatigue process. It can be seen that the results of
present work are in good agreement with the results of Duyi and Zhenlin [2] and Amiri et al.
[18].
Damage evolution versus normalized entropy generation ( si sg ) of Aluminum and Stainless
Steel is plotted in Figures 3.6 and 3.7 for different displacement amplitudes and fatigue tests,
respectively. They confirm the good correlation between fatigue degradation and entropy
generation based on Equation (3.15). They also reveal that thermodynamics entropy, an index of
degradation, can be utilized to measure damage during fatigue process.
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Figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.5.
3 Damagee variable of
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Figure 3.6.
3 Damagee evolution vs.
v normalizzed entropyy generation
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f
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3 Damagee evolution vs. normallized entrop
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Figure 3.7.
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f
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3.5 Concclusions
A series of low cyclee bending, to
orsion and teension-comppression fatiggue experimeents is perfoormed
uate the dam
mage param
meter based on thermoodynamics eentropy genneration. Inffrared
to evalu
thermogrraphic techn
nique is used
d to capture the surfacee temperaturre evolution of the speccimen
under fattigue process, and entro
opy generatio
on is evaluaated using thhe surface teemperature oof the
specimen
n. Entropy generation is utilized as an
a effective ttool to meassure damagee as a degraddation
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of material under fatigue process. The primary result is a strong correlation between normalized
number of cycle and entropy generation. It is shown that the normalized cycles-to-failure has a
linear relationship with the normalized entropy generation. Based on the experimental results
and cyclic plastic energy approximation, a new damage variable is defined as a function of
entropy generation of the form D = D0 +

(Dc − D0 )
ln( 1 − sic s g )

ln ( 1 − si s g ) . It is revealed from this

equation that the irreversible thermodynamic entropy can be utilized to measure degradation of a
system under bending, torsion and tension-compression fatigue with excellent comparison to the
experimental measurements.
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Chapter 4: A Thermodynamic Approach to Fatigue Damage Accumulation under Variable
Loading*

*Reprinted by permission of International Journal of Material Science and Engineering A
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4.1 Introduction
Many parts of structures and machinery components are subjected to variable-amplitude loadings
under normal service conditions and are susceptible to fatigue damage. In general, fatigue
damage in metals involves four stages: The first stage involves the accommodation or nucleation
stage where dislocations take place when permanent slip bands are formed [1-6]. The second
stage involves the nucleation of dislocations into micro-cracks [1-6]. In the third stage, the
micro-cracks tend to orient themselves perpendicular to the direction of the maximum shear
stress and consequently move toward that direction [5]. Macro-cracks are then formed when the
size of a micro-crack significantly grows and generates a high stress concentration at its front.
The fourth stage of fatigue damage involves the propagation of the macro-crack, characterized
by striation and beach-mark formation [1-11]. A macro-crack rapidly propagates, breaking the
metal into two or more pieces.
The literature contains rich volumes of predictive models for characterizing fatigue damage.
Among them, Palmgren [12] and Miner [13] have reported pioneering research work on the
concept of fatigue damage accumulation.

Specifically, they established the idea of linear

cumulative fatigue damage based on the hypothesis that the sum of the life fractions of the
individual amplitudes is unity. However, the application of these rules to the prediction of
fatigue life is often unsatisfactory since they do not consider the nonlinear accumulative rate of
fatigue damage process under variable amplitude loading [14, 15].
Many researchers have subsequently attempted to improve upon the Palmgren and Miner’s
rule. Among them, Manson and Halford [16-19] developed the double-linear damage rule
approach. Other researchers [20-24] have developed fatigue damage theories based on the
plastic strain energy or the total strain energy that takes into account the nonlinearity in fatigue
damage under variable amplitude loadings. More recently, continuum damage mechanics (CDM)
approach has been applied to evaluate cumulative fatigue damage [25-28]. Other noteworthy
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experimental and theoretical studies on the concept of cumulative damage and the fatigue crack
growth under variable amplitude loading include the works of Duyi, and Zhenlin [29], VarvaniFarahani et al. [30], Jono [31], Liu and Sankaran [32]. However, to date, the complexity of
variable-loading fatigue damage has hampered the development of a reliable design
methodology for structural components [14].
In this chapter we treat the variable-loading fatigue damage using the concept of
thermodynamic entropy.

In general, fatigue damage is an irreversible process involving

degradation that causes disorder in the system and produces entropy in accordance with the
second law of thermodynamics. This suggests that entropy — a fundamental parameter in
thermodynamics that characterizes disorder— offers a natural measure of degradation [33]. To
this end, Bryant et al. [34] developed a general theorem for characterizing the degradation
behavior of dissipative processes via entropy. The degradation-entropy generation theorem
relates entropy generation to irreversible degradation, via generalized thermodynamic forces X i j
and degradation forces Yi j . According to the degradation-entropy theorem it is established that:
(i) the degradation rate w& = ∑iw& i is a linear combination w& = ∑i Bi S&i of the components of entropy
production

S& i = ∑i X i j J i j

of the dissipative processes pi where J i j are generalized rates or flows;

(ii) the generalized degradation forces Yi j are linear functions Yi j = Bi X i j of the generalize
thermodynamic forces X i j , and (iii) the proportionality factors Bi are the degradation
coefficients given by Bi = ∂w ∂S pi .
Utilizing the degradation theorem, we recently developed an experimental approach for
evaluation of fatigue damage based on the entropy production in processes involving bending,
torsion, and tension-compression under the constant-amplitude loading [35]. In addition, in an
extensive set of experiments with two different metals, Naderi et al. [36] showed that by tallying
the entropy production up to the fracture point, one arrives at a unique constant—a so-called
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fracture fatigue entropy (FFE)—independent of geometry, load, and frequency. In other words,
the necessary and sufficient condition for a metal to fracture is that its accumulated entropy
production reaches a certain level.
In this study, we extend the analysis presented in [35] to develop a method for assessing the
fatigue life of a component subjected to variable-amplitude loading histories. A series of
experimental measurements involving low-cycle bending fatigue is presented that shows the
validity of the approach.
4.2 Theory and Formulation
The formulation involves evaluation of damage accumulation and entropy production. For the
damage accumulation, we make use of the recent developments in continuum damage mechanics
(CDM). The basic approach in CDM is to introduce a damage variable into the formulation to
represent the deterioration of a material state prior to the initiation of macro-cracks [37].
According to CDM, failure occurs when the damage parameter, D, reaches a critical value. This
critical value is not necessarily the onset of fracture [28]. Chaboche [37] describes this condition
as the breaking point of the continuum volume element. It corresponds to the point where
damage becomes localized and leads to the initiation of a macro-crack [38]. The relationship
between the accumulation of damage and thermodynamic entropy is described in the following
sections.
4.2.1 Damage Accumulation
Damage starts with slip followed by fine cracks that are visible only at high magnifications.
These micro-cracks grow and eventually become visible with the naked eye. Finally, microcracks coalesce into macro-sized cracks and fracture occurs [5, 39].
The accumulation of damage can be viewed as a degradation process and using the
degradation-entropy production theorem [34] one can derive the following relationship between
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the degradation caused by the cumulative damage and the entropy production [35].
(4.1)

D = A + B ln ( 1 − s s g )

where A and B are material parameters, s represents the entropy production during fatigue life,
and s g is the total entropy production at the onset of fracture. A brief explanation of entropy
production calculation during fatigue life is provided in Section 4.2.2 and further details can be
found in [36]. Under a constant amplitude loading, Equation (4.1) reads:
D=

Dc
ln ( 1 − s s g )
ln( 1 − sic s g ) )

(4.2)

where Dc represents the critical damage value, i.e. the onset of macro-crack initiation ( Dc ≤ 1 ,
[38]), and sic is the critical value of the entropy production at the onset of temperature rise just
before the complete failure and the beginning of macro-crack initiation [40].
In the derivation of Equation (4.2), it is assumed that material is free of initial defect with no
entropy history and that the initial damage value is zero ( D0 = 0 ). However, most components
subjected to variable amplitude loading have “entropy memory.”

To account for history effect,

let s0 represent the initial value for entropy production corresponding to the initial damage of Do.
Substituting these values in Equation (4.1) yields:
(4.3)

D0 = A + B ln( 1 − s0 s g )

Similarly, the relationship between the critical damage, Dc, and its critical entropy production

sic now reads:
(4.4)

Dc = A + B ln( 1 − sic s g )

Solving Equations (4.3) and (4.4) for A and B and substituting into Equation (4.1) yields
D = D0 +

⎡ (1 − s s g ) ⎤
ln ⎢
⎥
⎡ ( 1 − sic s g ) ⎤ ⎣⎢ (1 − s0 s g )⎦⎥
ln ⎢
⎥
⎢⎣ ( 1 − s0 s g ) ⎦⎥

(Dc − D0 )

(4.5)
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Equation (4.5) provides a relationship for the damage evolution with entropy history effect.
This equation can be further extended to an n-stage loading sequence. Hence, the kth stage of an

n-stage loading can be described as follows.
Dk = DN k −1 +

⎡ (1 − s s g ) ⎤
ln ⎢
⎥ ,
⎡ ( 1 − sic s g ) ⎤ ⎢⎣ (1 − sk −1 s g )⎥⎦
ln ⎢
⎥
⎣⎢ ( 1 − sk −1 s g ) ⎦⎥

(D

c

− DN k −1

)

for k = 1... n

(4.6)

where s k −1 represents the accumulated entropy at (k-1)th stage.
Finally, summing up the damage variation of every stage, the total damage evolution of nstage loading is:
⎫
⎧
⎪
⎪
n
⎡ (1 − s s g ) ⎤ ⎪
Dc − DN k −1
⎪
D = ∑ ⎨DN k −1 +
ln ⎢
⎥⎬
⎡ ( 1 − sic s g ) ⎤ ⎣⎢ (1 − sk −1 s g )⎦⎥ ⎪
k =1 ⎪
ln ⎢
⎥
⎪
⎪
⎢⎣ ( 1 − sk −1 s g ) ⎥⎦
⎭
⎩

(

)

for k = 1... n

(4.7)

Figure 4.1 presents the schematic of the fatigue damage evolution plotted as a function of the
normalized number of cycle. This figure is based on Equation (4.6) under variable-amplitude
loading, where N f denotes the number of cycles to failure. The degradation process continues
with the existing micro-cracks and their clustering as well as with nucleation and propagation of
new micro-cracks [5, 39, 41]. Meanwhile, entropy accumulates due to the progressive nature of
irreversibility during each stages of the loading. Thus, degradation grows and entropy generation
piles up from the beginning to the onset of Stage 2. At the beginning of Stage 2, the number and
the size of the initial micro-cracks—characterized by D1—and the amount of the accumulated
entropy, s1, increases. As the process continues, more micro-cracks grow in the plane of
maximum shear stress [5] and the end of Stage 2 becomes the initial condition for the third stage.
Finally, during the last loading stage, as soon as macro-crack is created, its growth continues
along planes of maximum tensile stress up to the complete failure.
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•

s = wp T − J q . grad T T 2

((4.8)

•

•

where s represents the entropy
y production
n rate ( s ≥ 0 ), J q denootes the heatt flux, T iis the
surface teemperature, and wp is th
he cyclic plaastic energy per unit vollume which can be calcuulated
using thee Morrow’s approximatio
a
on [19, 42, 43]:
4
wp = AN αf

(4.9)

where co
onstant A an
nd α are the material speecifications ((see Table 4..1) and can bbe calculatedd
from the following reelationship [42,
[
43].
⎛ c − b ⎞ b+c
A = 2 2+b+c σ ′f ε ′f ⎜
⎟N f
⎝c+b⎠

(44.10)
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α = 2+b+c

(4.11)

where ε ′f is the fatigue ductility coefficient and σ ′f denotes the fatigue strength coefficient.
Parameters b and c represent the fatigue strength coefficient, and the fatigue ductility coefficient,
respectively.
Table 4.1. Fatigue properties [43, 52]
α
Material
A
Al-6061 930.8 -0.964
236 -0.501
SS 304
In a low-cycle fatigue where the entropy production due to plastic deformation is dominant,
the entropy production due to heat conduction is negligible [36], and Equation (4.1) reduces to:
•

s = wp T

(4.12)

The accumulation of the entropy production can be obtained by integrating Equation (4.5):
s = ∫ (w p T ) dt
t

(4.13)

0

At the onset of fracture, i.e. when t = t f , the fracture fatigue entropy (FFE) for a given
material corresponds to the value of sg and the corresponding number of cycle is N f [36].
The entropy production is calculated based on the temperature measurements and the cyclic
energy approximation, Equation (4.12). Equation (4.7) is then used to determine fatigue damage
evolution. The following section describes experimental procedure for measuring temperature
during multistage loading.
4.3 Experimental Procedure
Figure 4.2 presents a schematic diagram of the experimental setup for cyclic bending fatigue
tests. The apparatus is a compact bench-mounted unit with a variable speed motor, variable
throw crank connected to the reciprocating platen, with a failure cut-off circuit in a control box
and a cycle counter. The variable throw crank is adjustable from 0 to 2 inches. For bending
fatigue tests, the specimen is clamped at one end, and oscillated at the other end with specified
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Thicknessees (mm)
3-7

Figure 4.3 shows a typical evolution of the temperature plotted as a function of the number of
cycles for an Aluminum 6061-T6 specimen at the frequency of 10 Hz and displacement
amplitude of 49.53 mm. Examination of Figure 4.3 reveals that the temperature evolution
undergoes three distinct phases: an initial increase (Stage I), steady-state (Stage II), and a drastic
increase prior to failure (Stage III). The first stage of the temperature evolution is limited to a
very low number of cycles—in general, about 10% of the entire lifespan of the specimen [46]. In
this phase, the initial rise in temperature represents the material’s response to the sudden
movement of dislocations and defects accompanied with surface intrusion and extrusion [3-6,
39]. During the second stage, the cyclic stress and strain response becomes stable. As a result,
the hysteresis energy generation and heat dissipation are in balance and temperature becomes
steady. It is worthwhile to mention that in this stage, a slight decrease in temperature is observed.
This can be attributed to heat loss to the surroundings [45] due to the creation of new surfaces as
a result of micro-cracks formation [46]. Hence, in the process of heat balance between the
hysteresis-energy generation and dissipation to the surroundings, the surface temperature of the
specimen decreases slightly [45, 47]. In the third phase which last within 5-10% of the entire
lifespan, the temperature rises rapidly after a comparatively small number of cycles until failure
occurs due to large plastic deformation caused by stress concentrations at the crack tips [48-51].
Figure 4.4 shows an example of the surface temperature evolution of SS 304 specimen
subjected to a three- stage loading (50.8 mm to 46.99 mm to 44.45 mm). The temperatures were
measured near the clamped end of the specimen where fracture occurs. The surface temperature
is seen to rapidly increase at the beginning of the test due to inelastic effect [50] up to the point
where the load is switched to a lower value. During the first loading period, first, slip bands
occur followed by fine micro-cracks. Since the switching the load must be manually applied, the
specimen’s surface temperature drops.
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4.4 Results and Discussion
To investigate the role of variable loading effects on the crack initiation and propagation based
on the accumulation of entropy generation, we present the results of a series of multistage
loading tests (with both two- and three-stage loading sequences) and make use of the general
fatigue damage formula, Equation (4.7), and the entropy generation relationship, Equation
(4.12), to evaluate the evolution of damage.
4.4.1 Multistage Loading
This section presents the results of fatigue damage evolution for bending fatigue tests of Al
6061-T6 and SS 304 at frequency 10 HZ under both two- and three-stage amplitude loading
sequences.
4.4.1.1 Two-Stage Loading
In order to examine the validity of damage evolution relation based on the entropy production
(Equation 4.7) under variable loading, Bhattacharya & Ellingwood [28] developed the following
fatigue damage relationship applicable to two-stage loading sequence.
n1

n2

k =1

k = n1 +1

D = 1 − ( 1 − D0 )∏ f ( ε k , Ω ) ∏ f ( ε k , Ω )

(4.14)

where n1 and n2 represent the number of cycle during stage 1 and 2, respectively. ε k denotes the
strain limit in cycle k. Ω = {E ,σ ′f ,ε ′f , n′, S e } represent a set of material parameters. Specifically,
σ ′f and ε ′f are the fatigue strength and the fatigue ductility coefficient, n′ represents the cyclic

strain hardening exponent, and E and Se are the elastic modulus and the endurance limit,
respectively. The function f ( ε k ,Ω ) is defined as follows.
1
Δε 01+n′ − Δε pn′1k Δε 0 + Ck
f ( ε k , Ω ) = 1 + n′
1
Δε 1pm+nk′ − Δε pln′k Δε pmk + Ck
1 + n′

(4.15)

where
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3 σ f Δε p 0k
Ck =
−
+ Δε pln′k Δε p 0k
4 K ′ 1 + n′
1+ n′

(4.16)

Δε pmk , Δε p0k , and Δε 0k are obtained in terms of from Δσ m and Δσ l which are maximum and
minimum nominal stress.
Δε pmk

⎛
⎞
Δσ m
⎟⎟
= ⎜⎜
⎝ K ′( 1 − Dk −1 ) ⎠

⎛
⎞
Δσ lk
⎟
Δε plk = ⎜⎜
⎟
′
⎝ K ( 1 − Dk −1 ) ⎠

1 n′

(4.17)

1 n′

(4.18)

⎛
Δσ lk
S ⎞
+ e ⎟⎟
Δε 0k = ⎜⎜
⎝ K ′( 1 − Dk −1 ) K ′ ⎠

1 n′

(4.19)

where Dk −1 is the damage value in cycle k − 1 .
The material properties are reported in Table 4.3 [52-55].
Material

Table 4.3. Material properties [52-55]
K ′ ( Mpa)
S e ( Mpa) σ ′f (Mpa)

E (Gpa)

Al 6061-T6 69
183
SS 304

426
1660

93
128

535
1000

ε ′f

n′

1.34
0.25

0.062
0.171

Figure 4.5 shows damage variation versus fatigue life of Al 6061-T6 subjected to a loading
amplitude of 41.91 to 34.29 (mm) and 34.29 to 41.91 (mm) 10 Hz. The specimens are initially
free of micro-cracks and defects (i.e., D0 = 0), and thus free of entropy history, i.e. s0 =0.
Degradation process starts with both slip bands intrusions and extrusions on the surface of the
specimen. Then, the micro-cracks initiated in local slip bands tend to coalesce and grow along
planes of maximum shear stress [5, 39, 56-58]. As soon as the load changes, the existing microcracks tend to move along new planes of maximum shear stress. Consequently, the trend of
degradation changes and a knee point appears in the damage evolution. Simultaneous with
damage process, entropy accumulates in every cycle. As cycling progresses, micro-cracks
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combine and create a major crack known as critical damage initiation or critical entropy
production [36, 38]. Finally fracture takes place after macro-crack propagation.
It should be noted that the loading sequence has a major influence on the total fatigue life. At
a high stress level, a great deal of total fatigue life is spent in the growth of micro-cracks and
macro-cracks. At a low stress level, a large fraction of total fatigue life is associated with the
nucleation of cracks and micro-cracks growth [39]. Hence, the specimen subjected to a Low-toHigh loading experiences longer life than that of a specimen subjected to High-to-Low [29, 38].
The results show that the present experimental work is in good agreement with the results based
on Bhattacharya & Ellingwood [29] theory. The maximum error based on uncertainty analysis is
about ± 1%.
The variation of the damage parameter versus the fatigue life for two-stage loading is plotted
in Figure 4.6 for SS 304 based on Equation (4.7) and (4.14). The two stages are: (a) High-to-Low
from 46.99 to 36.83 mm and (b) Low-to-High from 36.83 to 46.99 mm. The results presented in
Figure 4.6 reveal that the damage caused by the High-to-Low sequence is more severe than that
of the Low-to-High sequence. This is predicted both by the CDM approach of Bhattacharya &
Ellingwood (Equation 4.14) and the present entropy approach. Clearly, the duration of fatigue
crack from the inception to failure depends on the stress level. When the stress is changed from
high to low, Figure 4.6 (a), the amount of entropy production reduces due to a lower plastic
energy released at the crack tip. On the contrary, in Figure 4.6 (b), degradation starts with a lowload associated with lower entropy production. With changing to the high-load level, the entropy
production per cycle increases due to high stress concentration at the crack tip. The duration of
the process of slip bands intrusions and extrusions and creation of dislocation during High-toLow load is shorter than that of Low-to-High [5, 39]. Hence, fatigue life of the Low-to-High load
level is longer than that of the High-to-Low loading sequence.
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formula. Two different loading sequences are: High-to-Middle-to-Low loading amplitude and
Low-to-Middle-to-High amplitude loading.
Figure 4.7 depicts the evolution of damage versus the fatigue life of Al 6061-T6 for 46.99 to
39.73 to 31.75 (mm) and 31.75 to 39.73 to 46.99 (mm). Entropy progressively increases from the
beginning of the test and what is accumulated at the end of the first stage becomes the initial
condition for the second stage (i.e., the first knee point) and so forth. At the beginning of each
knee point, the fatigue damage behavior varies due to the change of stress level and the entropy
production rate, i.e., in Figure 4.7(b), micro-crack growth rate, the degree of irreversibility and
entropy production per cycle accelerates due to the decrease of strain energy per cycle. In
contrast, in Figure 4.7(a) the rate of degradation decelerates due to the transition to a lower load
level. It is also to be noted that changing the load level varies the stress concentration at the tip
of the cracks. Hence, the amount of plastic energy, which affects entropy production rate,
changes. It can be seen that the proposed damage evolution model based on entropy production
is capable of predicting degradation process of the specimen under multistage loading.
4.4.2 Universal Damage Evolution
In this section we develop a universal damage evolution model based on the concept of the
thermodynamic fatigue fracture recently introduced in [36]. We show how the concept of
tallying the entropy production during the fatigue process can be utilized to assess degradation.
According to Naderi et al. [36], simultaneous with the rise of degradation, entropy continuously
increases towards the fatigue fracture entropy (FFE). Research shows that regardless of the type
of the mechanical fatigue process (i.e, bending or torsion, or tension-compression), FFE is
constant unique to the material. Specifically, for Al 6061-T6, FFE≅ 4 MJ m-3K-1 and for SS 304,
FFE≅ 60 MJ m-3 K-1.
Damage evolution versus normalized entropy production is plotted in Figure 4.8 and 4.9 for
Al 6061-T6 and SS 304, respectively. These results are normalized with respect to the FFE
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4.5 Conclusions
A series of low-cycle bending, torsion and tension-compression fatigue experiments is
performed to evaluate the general damage evolution-based on the thermodynamic entropy
production relation under constant and variable amplitude loading. Infrared thermographic
technique is used to capture the surface temperature evolution of the specimen under fatigue
process, and entropy production is evaluated using the surface temperature of the specimen.
Entropy production is utilized as an effective tool to measure damage as a degradation of
material under fatigue process. The primary result is a strong correlation between degradation
and entropy production under multistage variable loading. It is shown that damage variation
curve plotted against entropy production is free of knee point, independent of load, frequency,
load history, and geometry, and has a universal behavior for Al 6061-T6 and SS 304 as the
materials under test in this work. Based on the experimental results, a general damage variable is
defined

as

a

function

of

entropy

production

of

the

form

⎫
⎧
⎪
⎪
n
⎡ (1 − s s g ) ⎤ ⎪
Dc − DN k −1
⎪
D = ∑ ⎨DN k −1 +
ln ⎢
⎥ ⎬ . It is revealed from this equation that the
⎡ ( 1 − sic s g ) ⎤ ⎣⎢ (1 − sk −1 s g )⎦⎥ ⎪
k =1 ⎪
ln ⎢
⎥
⎪
⎪
⎣⎢ ( 1 − sk −1 s g ) ⎦⎥
⎭
⎩

(

)

irreversible thermodynamic entropy can be utilized to measure the degradation of a system under
variable loading with excellent comparison to the experimental measurements. As a result, it is
shown that the sum of the entropy fractions of the individual amplitudes is unity and the
universal trend of damage evolution can be applied for structural monitoring system in order to
halt the operation of the system under fatigue prior to failure.
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Chapter 5: Thermodynamic Analysis of Fatigue Failure in a Composite Laminate
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5.1 Introduction
Composite materials—owing to high strength and stiffness, low weight, and high fatigue life—
are widely used in the industry and their applications are steadily growing. These materials are
anisotropic and inhomogeneous and thus exhibit significantly more complicated behavior than
their metal counterparts, particularly during repetitive cyclic loadings. In general, the fatigue
degradation behavior of a composite laminate is characterized by a combination of matrix
cracking, delamination, fiber/matrix debonding, and fiber breakage [1-2]. Thus, the complexities
of multi-mode fatigue damage mechanisms in composite laminates have hampered the
development of a general fatigue failure criterion [2].
A survey of literature reveals that there are a number of notable research works devoted to the
prediction of fatigue life in composite laminates. One of the earliest models of fatigue life
prediction is due to the work of Hashin and Rotem [3] followed by Sims and Brogdon [4] who
based their analyses on the conventional S-N curve method. They replaced the static strength
failure criterion with the fatigue strength failure criterion and related it to the number of cycles to
failure. Fawaz and Ellyin [5] reported a semi-log linear relationship between the applied stress
and the number of cycles to failure. Their analysis was capable of predicting the fatigue life of a
composite laminate for different load ratios and load directions by the use of a reference S-N
curve. According to Philippidis and Vassilopoulos [6], however, this criterion is very sensitive to
the choice of the reference curve. Huang [7] presented a fatigue life prediction model for plainwoven glass fabric-reinforced polyester composites subjected to biaxial repetitive loading. There
are a number of other investigators who have also attempted to characterize the fatigue failure
based on S-N curve method for woven fabric-reinforced composites. See, for example, Owen
and Griffiths [8], Amijima et al. [9], and Khan et al. [10].
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One of the promising approaches for estimating the fatigue life of composite materials is
based on energy consideration. Ellyin and EL-Kadi [11] postulated that the strain energy can be
utilized to predict fatigue failure and showed that the fatigue life is related to the cyclic energy—
a combination of number of cycles at failure and material constants— through a power- law
relation. Using the critical plane approach (the plane in which cracks initiate and propagate),
Plumtree and Cheng [12] and Peterman and Pulmtree [13] developed a fatigue failure criterion
model. Natarajan et al. [14] also put forward a fatigue model based on the strain energy density
by performing tension-tension and bending fatigue experiments on fiber-reinforced polymeric
composites. Later, Shokrieh and Taheri-Behrooz [5] proposed a fatigue life model based on the
energy method for unidirectional polymer composite laminates under tension-tension and
compression-compression fatigue loading. To account for the effect of off- and on-axis strain
energy on fatigue life, Varvani-Farahani et al. [2] proposed a fatigue life model for three
different damage stages: matrix cracking, fiber matrix interface delamination, and fiber breakage.
Most of the Fatigue failure prediction models discussed above are typically performed under
constant amplitude and simplified loading conditions. To date, a unified fatigue criterion for a
composite laminate subjected to variable loading remains lacking.
The premise of this chapter is that the strain energy density associated with permanent
degradation during fatigue must be accompanied by irreversible entropy gain in accordance with
the second law of thermodynamics [16]. Thus, it is hypothesized that entropy—a fundamental
parameter that characterizes disorder—offers a natural measure for assessment of deterioration
[17-18]. More recently, Naderi et al. [19] have demonstrated that by tallying the entropy
production in two metallic specimens (Al 6061-T6 and SS 304) up to the fracture point, one
arrives at a unique material property—a so-called fracture fatigue entropy (FFE). Within a range
of experimental conditions, this parameter was found to be independent of geometry, load, and
frequency. In other words, the necessary and sufficient condition for a metal to fracture due to
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cyclic loading is that its accumulated production of entropy reaches a certain level. In this paper,
we quantify the entropy gain in a displacement-controlled bending fatigue and load-controlled
tension-tension fatigue in a Glass/Epoxy (G10/FR4) laminate subjected to either constant- or
variable-amplitude loading and determine the associated FFE.
The outline of this chapter is as follows. In section 5.2, we present the fundamental of the
theory associated with entropy accumulation and introduce the concept of FFE. In section 5.3,
experimental procedure to assess fatigue life prediction using entropy concept is presented.
Results of entropy calculation are discussed in section 5.4, followed by the conclusions.
5.2 Theory and Formulation
The first law of thermodynamics states that the internal energy within an arbitrary control
volume changes only if energy flows into (or out of) the control volume (Figure 5.1) [20] in
accordance to the following expression:
dE dQ dW
=
−
dt
dt
dt

(5.1)

where E is total energy, t denotes time, Q and W are heat flow and work across the boundary of
the control volume, respectively.
For an open system, which is allowed to exchange heat with its environment (Figure 5.1), the
total exchange of entropy ( dt S ) consists of two terms: the entropy flow into or out of the system,
de S , and the entropy production within the system, di S [21-22], i.e.,
dt S di S de S
=
+
dt
dt
dt

(5.2)

The entropy exchange with the surroundings, de S , can be either positive or negative. But
according to the second law of thermodynamics (Clausius-Duhem inequality) the rate of entropy
generation within the system must be non-negative, i.e.,
di S ≥ 0

(5.3)
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Figure 5.1.
5 Energy balance, en
ntropy prod
duction and
d entropy fllow in an arbitrary coontrol
volume.
In terms of the speciffic quantitiess, Equations (5.1) and (55.2) can be w
written as [199]:
ρ

du
= −∇
∇ .J q + w
dt

(5.4)
•

•

ρ s = −∇ .J
. s +γ

(5.5)

where ρ is the density, u denottes specific internal
i
enerrgy, J q is heeat flux acrooss the bounndary,
and w is the rate of volumetric
v
work
w
of perm
manent defoormation. Thhe parameterr s representts the
total entrropy per un
nit mass.

J s is the enttropy flow and γ den
notes the voolumetric enntropy

productio
on.
Using
g the definitio
on of Helmh
holtz free eneergy, Ψ = u − θ .s , the ennergy balance and the enntropy
productio
on Equationss (5.4) and (5.5) can be rewritten
r
as [19].
ρ ⎛⎜Ψ + θ s + θ s ⎞⎟ = −∇ .J q + w
•

•

•

⎝

ρ ⎛⎜Ψ + θ s ⎞⎟
•

•

γ=

(5.6)

⎠

w

θ

− ⎝

•

θ

q
⎠ − J .∇ θ ≥ 0
2

(5.7)

θ

where θ represents the
t temperature.
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By introducing the specific heat capacity, c, and the Fourier’s heat conduction law (
J q = − k ∇ θ ) into Eqquations (5.6) and (5.7), one can obtain the general form of the heat

conduction equation and entropy production inequality as follows [19]:
•

kθ ,ii + w = ρc θ
•

γ=

w

θ

+

k

θ2

(5.8)

θ ,iθ ,i ≥ 0

(5.9)

where k is the thermal conductivity.
Equation (5.9) consists of a combination of two terms: the mechanical dissipation due to
•

permanent deformation ( γ mech =
k

•

γ cond =

θ2

w

θ

) and the thermal dissipation due to heat conduction (

θ ,iθ ,i ).

The fracture fatigue entropy (FFE), γ f , can be obtained by integrating Equation (5.9) up to
the time t f when failure occurs [19]:
tf

⎛w k
⎞
+ 2 θ ,iθ ,i ⎟ dt
⎝θ θ
⎠

γf =∫ ⎜
0

(5.10)

Equation (5.10) reveals that the cyclic hysteresis energy (w) is a crucial parameter for
determining FFE. In metals, w —the so-called cyclic plastic energy— is a function of fatigue
parameters such as cyclic strain hardening, fatigue ductility coefficient, and fatigue strength
coefficient. To estimate the FFE for a metallic component, one can make use of the cyclic plastic
energy formula such as the Morrow’s equation [23] for w. Theoretical procedure and
experimental verification of thermodynamic fracture entropy was recently reported by the
authors [19, 24]. However, in composite materials, the hysteresis energy variation is much more
complicated than their metal counterparts and, to the best of our knowledge, there are no
expressions available to relate cyclic hysteresis energy to composite fatigue properties.
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Therefore, in this chapter, experimentally determined the hysteresis energy is used for this
purpose. The detailed of this approach is described in Section 5.4.1.1.
5.3 Material and Experimental Procedure
The material studied is Glass /Epoxy (G10/FR4) which is an unbalanced woven fabric composite
with plain weave and aligned configuration and consists of a continuous filament glass cloth with
an epoxy resin binder. The plain woven glass fabric is stacked in fifteen and twenty four layers
with two different thicknesses of 3 and 4.85 mm. Each woven layer has two unidirectional layers
stacked in [0o/ 90o]. This type of a composite offers high tensile and flexural strength (see Table
5.1) and thus finds use in a variety of applications such as electrical equipment, aerospace
structures, and rocket structural components. Specimens are prepared with on- and off-axis
stacking sequences. In on-axis stacking, the warp and weft directions are aligned with the load
direction. The former is called lengthwise (0o) while the latter is called crosswise (90o). In offaxis stacking, the angle between the warp and the load direction is ( α =15o, 30o, 45o, 60o and 80o,
in this study); See Figgure 5.2a.

Figure 5.2a also presents a schematic diagram of the

experimental setup for tension-tension fatigue test. The apparatus used is MTS 810
servohydraulic single actuator. Sinusoidal fatigue loads are defined in Multipurpose TestWare
(MPT) software which controls the fatigue test and applies with a frequency in the range of 5 to
15 Hz and a load ratio of 0 and 0.1. Constant and variable loads are applied in both the on-axis
(0 and 90o) and the off-axis (15, 30, 45, 60 and 80o) directions. Variable loading tests include
both high-to-low and low-to-high sequences.
Figure 5.2b shows the specimen dimensions used in a fully reversed bending fatigue test. The
apparatus is a compact, bench-mounted unit with a variable-speed motor, variable-throw crank
connected to the reciprocating platen, with a failure cut-off circuit in a control box, and a cycle
counter. The variable throw crank is infinitely adjustable from 0 to 50.8 mm to provide different
levels of stress amplitude.
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Table 5.1. Mechaniical propertties of G10/F
FR4
Ten
nsile Strength
h (MPa) Flexural
F
Streength (MPa) Elastic Moodulus in Fleexure (GPa)
Len
ngthwise Crosswise
C
Lengthwise
L
Crosswise Lengthwisse
275

240

380

310

18

Croosswise
15

5
Speccimen geom
metry and schematic
s
d
diagram of the experim
mental setu
up in
Figure 5.2a-b
tension-ttension fatig
gue test and
d specimen geometry iin bending fatigue testt (all dimen
nsions
are in mm).
m
Test cond
ditions are su
ummarized in
i Table 5.2. Tension-tennsion fatiguue tests are caarried out wiith a
total of 62
6 constant lo
oads and 16 variable loaads (high-to--low and low
w-to-high) w
with 3- and 4..85
mm- thicck specimenss in the range of 2 to 10 KN load am
mplitude. Forr the bendingg fatigue testts, 16
constant amplitude lo
oads with thee 3 mm-thick specimenss are perform
med.
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Fatigue Test
TensionTension
Bending

Table 5.2. Fatigue Test conditions
Number of Tests
Frequency
Specimen
Constant
Variable
(Hz)
Thickness (mm)
Load
Load

Load
Amplitude

5, 10, 15

3, 4.85

62

10

2-10 (KN)

10

3

16

-

20 – 50 (mm)

The instrumentation includes a high-speed, high-resolution infrared (IR) thermography used to
record the temperature evolution of the specimen during the entire experiment. The IR camera is
a MIKRON M7500 with temperature range between 0 oC to 500 oC, resolution of 320 × 240
pixel, accuracy of ±2% of reading, sensitivity/NETD of 0.08 oC at 30 oC, and image update rate
of 7.5 Hz. Before fatigue testing, the surface of the specimen is coated with black paint to
increase the thermal emissivity of the specimen surface.
5.4 Results and Discussion
A series of tension-tension and bending fatigue tests are performed under constant and variable
amplitude loading. All tests are conducted until fracture occurs to determine the fatigue fracture
entropy (FFE) associated with each specimen. In the following sections the results of tensiontension and bending fatigue tests are discussed.
5.4.1 Tension-Tension Fatigue
In the following sections, we present the results of experimentally-obtained hysteresis energy
and temperature evolution that are necessary for thermodynamic analysis followed by
experimental entropy generation evaluation.
5.4.1.1 Hysteresis Energy
Figure 5.3 shows the area within the hysteresis loop—the so-called strain energy— increases
during a series of tension-tension fatigue tests. The hysteresis area of each cycle is obtained
using a MATLABTM code that utilizes the experimental load and displacement data between
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loading and
a unloadin
ng paths. Ty
ypical experiimentally-deetermined hyysteresis currves at 5% oof the
total lifee, 50% of the
t total liffe, and justt before fai lure are alsso presentedd in Figuree 5.3.
Examinaation of the strain
s
energy
y reveals threee distinct sttages. The fiirst stage is llimited to abbout 5
to 10% of
o the total life; during th
he second staage, gradual and slow inncrease instraain energy ooccurs
and lasts about 70-75% of total life; and thee third stagee the fibers ttend to breakk and high sstrain
energy iss released.

Figure 5.3
5 Accumulation of hy
ysteresis eneergy per cyycle during tension-ten
nsion fatiguee test
at different constan
nt load ampllitudes, freq
quency of 100 Hz, and R = 0. The h
hysteresis en
nergy
evolution
n has three phases: inittial increasee, gradual aand slow risee and abrup
pt rise.
5.4.1.2 Temperature
T
e, Entropy Evolution,
E
and
a Entropyy Productioon
Figure 4 shows the su
urface tempeerature recorrded using aan IR cameraa plotted versus the numbber
fo a series off tension-ten
nsion fatiguee test at frequuency of 10 Hz and R=00.
of cycless-to-failure for
The temp
perature plottted in this fiigure is measured at the cross sectionn where failuure occurs. IIt
shows that, under thee conditions tested, temp
perature incr eases rapidlyy over the fiirst 20% of thhe
total life,, followed by
y a more graadual increasse. Finally, a sudden incrrease of tem
mperature takkes
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place and
d the specim
men fractures. A similar trend
t
of the temperaturee evolution fo
for woven annd
Polyprop
pylene/Glass fiber compo
osite is reporrted by [25-226].

Figure 5.4
5 Evolution of surfacee temperatu
ure increasee during ten
nsion-tensioon fatigue teest at
differentt constant load amplitu
udes, frequency of 10 Hz, and loaad ratio R=
=0. Temperaature
increases initially, continues
c
wiith slow and
d steady inccrease, and rrises prior tto failure.
We now turn our atttention to th
he entropy production
p
raate and entrropy accumuulation calcuulated
based on
n Equations (5.9) and (5.10)
(
for tension-tensiion fatigue test. The reesults of enntropy
generatio
on are plotted
d in Figures 5.5a-b along with the c orrespondinng SEM imagges of the suurface
of the sp
pecimen as well
w as the fracture
f
crosss section shhown in Figuures 5.5c-g. Examination of
Figures 5.5a-b
5
reveaals that simiilar to the temperature
t
rise, the enntropy produuction underrgoes
three sep
parate stagess: an initial rise
r (Stage I),
I slow and steady increease (Stage II), and a drrastic
increase prior to failure
f
(Stag
ge III). During Stage I, entropy accumulatees due to three
mechanissms: the hig
gh energy reeleased at th
he tips of m
micro-cracks in multiplee locations iin the
matrix between layeers, debondin
ng at the crross-over pooints betweeen warp andd weft fiberss and
matrix, and
a the breaakage of so
ome fibers with
w
low strrength. Deggradation groows and enntropy
generatio
on piles up from
fr
the beg
ginning of the test and coontinues to tthe onset of Stage II. D
Due to
a compaaratively sm
mall number of cycles in
i this phasse, the accuumulation oof entropy is not
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appreciable. As soon as the deterioration in the material reaches the saturation level, the trend of
degradation changes. At this stage, the process of entropy production reduces due to a lower rate
of heat generation and a slower damage process. However, entropy accumulation in Stage II is
more pronounced than that of the previous stage due to a higher span of fatigue life there (around
55% of total life).
At the beginning of Stage III, the fatigue damage behavior and the degree of irreversibility
vary due to the change of degradation modes from matrix cracking to fiber breakage. More
energy is released due the occurrence of fiber breakage during this stage.

Both entropy

production and its accumulation also increase with time until failure occurs. It is also to be noted
that changing the degradation mode affects the heat dissipation rate and consequently the rate of
entropy production.
The SEM images of Figs. 5c-g also show the details of matrix cracking, debondings, and
delamination of the weft and the warp strands. Figures 5.5c-d show the SEM images of the
specimen surface captured after completing approximately 85 % of the total life and Figures
5.5e-f show the SEM images of the specimen taken after about 95 % of total life is depleted. The
SEM image of the fracture cross section is shown in Figure 5.5g. Examination of Figures 5.5c-d
reveal that some of the debonded regions join each other at interface between the warp and the
weft yarns. Debondings continue to propagate and delaminations take place between warp and
weft bundles at the fabric cross-over points as well as between the adjacent layers in the
Glass/Epoxy laminate. As fatigue process progresses to around 95% of the total life (Figures
5.5e-f), breakages at the delaminated areas occur and fiber strands are separated from the
surface. Debondings and delaminations are the origin of more cracks in the pure matrix region.
These cracks also propagate into some of the fiber bundles as shown in the SEM image of the
fracture cross section (Figure 5.5g).
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(a)

(b)
Figure 5.5a-d.
5
a) Entropy
E
pro
oduction du
uring tensioon-tension ffatigue test of 5.25KN load
amplitud
de at the frrequency of 10 Hz, an
nd R = 0, respectivelyy. The entrropy produ
uction
undergoes three sta
ages: initial increase, gradual and slow rise aand abrupt rise. b) Enttropy
accumullation. Entrropy accum
mulates duriing fatigue until reach
hes the critiical value aat the
fracture. c-d) SEM image of th
he surface of the specim
men around
d 85% of tottal life. e-f) SEM
image off the surfacee of the speccimen aroun
nd 95% of ttotal life. g) SEM imagge of the fraccture
cross seection of woven
w
Epo
oxy/Glass laminate.
l
S
SEM imagees show d
different faailure
mechaniism such as
a matrix cracking, debonding
d
between ffiber strand
ds and maatrix,
delamina
ation betweeen warp and
a
weft fiiber strand
d at the crross-over pooints, and fiber
breakage.
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(Figure 5.5 continueed)
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yarns
y

Debondin
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weftt strands and matrix
m

(c)
Crack
king at cross
over points
p
Debon
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points of weft and w
warp yarns
Maatrix
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ding area and
matrix cracking

(d)
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(Figure 5.5 continueed)

Fiber bundlle breakage

Dellamination arrea at the cross
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Ma
atrix

(e)
Warp fiberrs
Delam
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fiber breakage
b

Weft fib
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matrix crackiing

(f)
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(Figure 5.5
5 continueed)
Dellamination
Bundlee cracking

Warp strand
s

Delamination

Matriix cracking

Deboonding

Weft strand

(g)
Figures 5.6
5 a-c depiict the resullts of FFE versus
v
numbber of cycles for tension-tension faatigue
tests. Tessts are carrieed out for tw
wo different load ratios of R = 0 annd 0.1. The rresults of enntropy
accumulaation subjectted to variab
ble loading (high-to-low
(
w and low-to--high load) aare also show
wn in
Figures 5.6a-c. It iss to be noteed that acco
ording to ann order of m
magnitude aanalysis, enntropy
generatio
on owing to the mechan
nical dissipaation is dom
minant and thhe entropy ggeneration ddue to
heat con
nduction is negligible (See Appen
ndix B). Heence, in thhe calculatioon of FFE, heat
conductio
on effect is neglected. The
T Results cover differrent frequenncies within the range off 5 to
15 Hz, constant- and
d variable- lo
oad amplitude, and off- axis angles of 0, 15, 300, 45, 60, 800, and
90o. The results show
w that FFE at
a the fracturre point for G
G10/FR4 is approximateely 0.8 MJm
m-3K-1
for 90o, 1.0
1 MJm-3K-1 for 0o and 1.0 MJm-3K-1 for off-axxis angle (15, 30, 45, 60, and 80o). W
Within
the range of operatting conditio
ons tested, FFE is inddependent off frequencyy, load and fiber
orientatio
on.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 5.6
5 a-c Fractture fatiguee entropy veersus the nu
umber of cyycles to failu
ure for diffe
ferent
tension-ttension fatigue tests off Glass/Epo
oxy (G10/FR
R4) laminaate with diffferent speccimen
thicknesses, frequen
ncies and lo
oads. a) Fracture fatigu
ue entropy iin crosswisee (90o) direcction.
Constant loads are in the rang
ge of 4.9 KN
N-9.5 KN an
nd variablee loads are 55.15 KN to 6KN
and 6 KN
K to 5.15 KN.
K b) Fracture fatigu
ue entropy in lengthwiise (0o) direection. Con
nstant
loads aree in the ran
nge of 5 KN--13.5 KN an
nd variable loads are 5.7 KN to 6 K
KN and 6 K
KN to
-3 -1
5.7 KN. Fracture fa
atigue entropy is within
n the range of 1 to 3 MJJm K . c) off-axis fraccture
fatigue entropy
e
of 15o, 30o, 45o, 60o and 80o. Loads aree in the rangge of 2.5KN
N to 5KN.
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(Figure 5.6
5 continueed)

(c)
The accu
umulated fraacture energy
y (total hysteeresis energyy) and FFE are plotted in Figures 55.7a-b
for all the experimen
ntal tests perfformed at diifferent loadd ratios, load amplitudes,, and load anngles.
umulated fraacture energy
y (AFE) is calculated
c
byy summing up the hysteresis energgy per
The accu
Nf

cycle to the
t total num
mber of cyclles at failure ( wt = ∑ wi ). Figures 7a-b show that the predicctions
j =1

of the fattigue life baased on AFE
E and FFE results have similar trendds. However, the cumullative
entropy concept
c
distrributes the experimental
e
l data withinn relatively nnarrower lim
mits regardleess of
the load angles. Figu
ure 5.7a also
o reveals thaat AFE of onn-axis and ooff-axis anglles close to warp
and weft directions have
h
differen
nt trends than
n those of thhe off-axis anngles far froom warp andd weft
direction
ns. Failure in
n the weft an
nd the warp directions annd in off-axiis angles cloose to on-axis are
mostly dominated by
y the normall stress. How
wever, the shhear failure iis mostly dominated by shear
stress at the
t angles faar from the warp
w
and thee weft directiions.
In Figuree 5.7b, the experimental
e
l data obtain
ned from enttropy conceppt are distribbuted aroundd two
relatively
y narrow lim
mits, regard
dless of load
d angle andd load sequuence. The rreason is thhat in
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contrast to the accu
umulated fracture energ
gy, thermoddynamic enttropy incorpporates bothh the
energy co
oncept and temperature
t
effect in its formulation (Equation 55.10).

(a)

(b)
Figure 5.7
5 Comparrison of fatiigue life preediction moodels at varrious load rratios (R=0,, and
0.1), and
d load/fiberr angles ( α = 0, 15, 30, 45, 60, 80, 90o). a) Acccumulated fracture en
nergy
concept. b) Fracturee fatigue en
ntropy criterrion.
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5.4.2 Bending Fatigue
A series of fully reversed bending fatigue tests is carried out for two different fiber orientations
(0 and 90o) at the frequency of 10 Hz. In these series of tests, the dissipated strain energy—
which is later utilized to determine the entropy accumulation— is estimated using an
experimental procedure described by [27-28]. This procedure involves measuring the cooling
rate after a sudden interruption of the fatigue test. Following the work of Meneghetti [27] and
Meneghetti and Quaresimin [28], the statement of energy balance reads:

w = h + ρc

∂θ
+ e& p
∂t

(5.12)

where w is the input mechanical energy. The parameter h denotes the rate of the dissipated
thermal energy in a unit volume due to conduction, convection and radiation. The remaining two
terms on the right-hand side account for the rate of variation of internal energy which consists of
two terms. The first term depends on the temperature variation of the material. The second term,

e& p , is the rate of variation of the so-called stored energy of cold work, which is the part of the
mechanical input energy responsible for creation of new surfaces, internal cracks, and changes in
material micro-structures [29-32].
Referring to Figure 5.8, upon suddenly stopping the fatigue test at time t* when the surface
temperature reaches θ ∗ , the mechanical input power and the rate of variation of cold work, e& p ,

( )

in Equation (12) drop to zero. Hence, just after t = t *
− h = ρc

∂θ
∂t t = (t* )+

+

Equation (5.12) can be written as:
(5.13)

Measuring the temperature change as a function of time during the cooling period after
stopping the fatigue test provides the right-hand-side of Equation (5.13). The thermal energy per
unit volume per cycle, q, is:
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q=

h
f

((5.14)

where f is the frequen
ncy of the teest.

5 Determiination of dissipated
d
th
hermal eneergy by exp
perimental m
measuremeent of
Figure 5.8
the cooliing rate.
5.4.2.1 Validation
V
off Hysteresiss Energy Esstimation
In order to
t examine the
t validity of
o Equationss (5.12) to (55.14) for deteermining thee hysteresis
energy, we
w first apply
y the proced
dure describeed above to a tension-tennsion fatiguee test and theen
compare the results to
t the hystereesis energy obtained
o
direectly using tthe MTS insttrument.
e
evolu
ution of tensiion-tension ffatigue test aat the frequenncy
Figuree 5.9a showss the strain energy
of 10 Hz, R = 0, and 5.75 KN loaad amplitudee. The curve--fitting toolbbox of MAT
TLABTM is uused
ng curves fro
om which th
he rate of droop in temperature,
to generaate the coolin

∂θ
, iis calculatedd and
∂t

used in Equation
E
(5.1
14) to evaluaate the cyclicc strain energgy. The resuults show thaat dissipated
energy ob
btained by stopping the fatigue test is
i in good aggreement with the experimental resuults
of MTS. Since the beending fatigu
ue apparatuss is not capabble of measuuring hystereesis loop, thee
mine the straiin energy peer cycle for ddifferent seriies of
method is applied forr bending tessts to determ
tests.
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Figure 5.9a
5
Comparrison of cycclic strain en
nergy based
d on the MT
TS results and the resu
ults of
measurin
ng the cooliing curve fo
or tension-teension fatigu
ue test at th
he frequencyy of 10 Hz , R=0,
and 5.75
5 KN load amplitude..9b Dissipa
ated energy variation during ben
nding fatigu
ue of
G10/FR at the frequ
uency of 10 Hz and disp
placement aamplitude oof 38.1 mm.
5.4.2.2 Hysteresis En
nergy in Ben
nding Fatig
gue

ults of cyclicc dissipated energy obtaained by stoopping the fa
fatigue test vversus numbber of
The resu
cycles to
o failure is plotted in Fig
gure 5.9b forr bending faatigue test att the frequenncy of 10 Hzz and
displacem
ment amplitu
ude of 38.1 mm. The results of ddissipated ennergy for ddifferent seriies of
bending fatigue for two
t
differen
nt on-axis fiber directionns along wiith temperatuure data aree then
he FFE presented in Fig
gure 5.10. T
The abscissa of Figuree 5.10 show
ws the
used to calculate th
a fracture, γ f , and the ordinate sshows the nnumber of ccycles to faailure.
entropy generation at
Examinaation of the results rev
veals that by
y using the FFE param
meter, all thhe results oof the
experimeental data merge
m
togetther to witthin a relattively narroow upper aand lower limit,
independ
dent of load amplitude and
a fiber oriientation. It is shown thhat the FFE for Glass/E
Epoxy
(G10/FR
R4) laminate is approxim
mately 3.0 MJJm-3K-1 for 990o and 4.2 M
MJm-3K-1 forr 0o.
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Figure 5.10
5
Fracturre fatigue entropy
e
verrsus the num
mber of cyccles to failu
ure for diffe
ferent
fully rev
versed bend
ding fatigue tests of Gla
ass/Epoxy ( G10/FR4) llaminate forr different lloads
(30-50 mm
m displacement ampliitudes) and frequency oof 10 Hz.
The resu
ults presenteed in Figs. 6 and 10 demonstrate
d
the validityy of the hyppothesis thaat the
cumulativ
ve entropy at failure for
f Glass/Ep
poxy (G10//FR4) laminnate for tennsion-tensionn and
bending fatigue testss are confineed within a relatively
r
nar
arrow upper and lower bbands. The reesults
fficient condiition for finaal fracture off Glass/Epoxxy corresponnds to
reveal thaat the necesssary and suff
the entro
opy gain of approximate
a
ly 0.8 MJm-3K-1 for 90o , 1.0 MJm-33K-1 for 0o aand 1.0 MJm
m-3K-1
for off-ax
xis angle (15
5, 30, 45, 60
0, and 80o) in
n tension-tennsion fatiguee tests and aapproximatelly 3.0
MJm-3 K-1 for 90o, 4.2 MJm-3K-1 for 0o in ben
nding fatiguee tests.
ypothesis off the constannt entropy gaain at failuree is in
A posssible applicaation of the proposed hy
the devellopment of a methodolog
gy for preveention of the failure of coomposite lam
minates subjected
to fatigue load. As demonstrateed in this work
w
(Figure s 5.6 and 55.10), the enntropy generration
increasess during the fatigue life toward a fin
nal value off γ f . Thus, ffracture fatiggue entropy,, FFE
can be uttilized as an
n index of failure. Succeessful implem
mentation off this conceppt for monittoring
the fatigu
ue fracture of
o metals hass been recenttly demonstrrated [24].
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5.5 Conclusions
A thermodynamic approach for characterization of woven Glass/Epoxy (G10/FR4) laminate
degradation is proposed which utilizes the entropy generated during the entire life of the
specimens undergoing tension-tension and fully-reversed bending fatigue tests subjected to
constant and variable loadings. Results show that, within the range of operating conditions
tested, the cumulative entropy generation is independent of load amplitude, load sequence, fiber
orientation, and frequency. The results also reveal that fatigue failure prediction by tallying
entropy criteria distributes all experimental data within two relatively narrow limits for both
constant load and variable amplitude load (high-to-low and low-to-high load). Both accumulated
fracture energy and accumulated fracture entropy have the similar variation and can be
considered as a methodology for prediction of fatigue life. However, the results of entropy
accumulation tend to be more unified than that of accumulated fracture energy due to the
consideration of the temperature in its formulation (Equation 5.10). The implication of these
findings is that the evolution of entropy generation can be utilized to assess the severity of
degradation of the specimen and guard against fatigue failure.
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Chapter 6: Dissipated Thermal Energy and Damage Evolution of Glass/Epoxy Using
Infrared Thermography and Acoustic Emission
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6.1 Introduction
The application of composites as a high-performance engineering material is becoming
widespread owing to their high stiffness and strength. While parts made of composites are often
superior to many other types of materials, they are not immune from degradation and damage. Of
particular interest in this chapter is to investigate the characteristic of composite material
subjected to fatigue brought about by cyclic loading.
Fatigue damage is an irreversible process which deteriorates the material properties and
progressively grows toward a critical condition when failure occurs [1-3]. Relevant to
composites materials, there are many experimental [4-22, 27, 31-32, 36-49], theoretical, and
numerical [8, 13, 15, 23-26, 28-35] approaches for assessment of fatigue damage. Some methods
rely on the assumed damage variable i.e., the degradation of Young’s [15-16, 24-29, 39, 47-49],
residual strength degradation [11, 33-35], dissipated mechanical and thermal energy [4-9, 12-14,
30-32, 49] to quantify damage state while others use the adopted investigation technique i.e.,
thermography and acoustic emission [10, 17-23, 36-38, 40-46] to guard against fatigue failure.
Many non-intrusive methods — eddy current, optical holography, ultrasonic resonance, X ray,
etc.— are available for detecting voids and defects in composite material. Among them, for
example, acoustic emission (AE) is utilized as an effective damage evaluation technique which
detects failure events as they take place. In addition to AE monitoring, infrared thermography
(IR) technique is intensively used for the detection of different damage modes [7, 10, 36, 37].
These powerful techniques are also capable of detecting the location where the failure is likely to
occur. Nevertheless, a survey of the open literature reveals that the majority of their applications
have been limited to primarily tension-compression fatigue studies and fewer studies are
available for flexural fatigue damage evolution and their characterization [10, 11].
In the current study, as an alternative damage assessment method to conventional NDT
techniques, the dissipated energy approach is utilized to evaluate the fatigue damage in
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composite material. Most of the mechanical work, determined by the area under the hysteresis
loop, is the dissipated thermal energy responsible for temperature rise inside the composite
laminate. Given that measurements of the hysteresis loops are not always straightforward, an
empirical method introduced in [50] is utilized to quantify the dissipated thermal energy in
specimens subjected to cyclic loading. In this procedure, the cooling rate of the surface
temperature at different number of cycles is measured from which the specific heat loss per cycle
is determined.
In this chapter, dissipated thermal energy and damage evolution during bending fatigue for
Epoxy/Glass (G10/FR4) composite laminate are calculated based on the temperature drop rate by
stopping the fatigue test at various number of cycles. Damage evolution is investigated using the
acoustic emission and thermography techniques, the results of which corroborate the findings
from the dissipative thermal energy study.
6.2 Theory and Formulation
The following section presents the theory and formulation for characterizing dissipated energy
and the estimation of the degradation process using the principles of thermodynamics.
6.2.1 Dissipated Thermal Energy
Structural composite degradation under fatigue loading can be examined by analyzing the
dissipated energy evolution in the material. In accordance with the second law of
thermodynamics, fatigue damage is an irreversible process related to the dissipated energy. A
part of the total mechanical energy is the stored energy composed of two parts: a recoverable
elastic part and an irreversible inelastic part. The heat generated raises the temperature of the
body and exchanges with the surrounding [4, 9, 13] .
According to the law of conservation energy, the internal energy within an arbitrary control
volume changes is given by the following equation (Figure 6.1):
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dU dW dQ
=
−
dt
dt
dt

(6.1)

where W is mechanical work, Q represents dissipated thermal energy, U is the internal energy,
and t denotes time.
In terms of volumetric quantities, Equation (6.1) can be written in the following form [51]:

w=q+ρ

du
dt

(6.2)

where w is the rate of volumetric mechanical work, q represents the rate of volumetric
dissipated thermal energy, ρ is the density, and u denotes the specific internal energy.
The time rate of internal energy, ρ

du
, is composed of two terms: (i) a term, qt, that depends on
dt

the temperature variation of the material in the volume V, and (ii) a term associated with the socalled stored energy of cold work, estored , as a part of the mechanical work responsible for creation
of new surfaces, internal cracks, changes in material micro-structures [4, 52-54].
ρ

du
∂T
= qt + estored = ρc
+ estored
dt
∂t

(6.3)

where c denotes specific heat, and T represents temperature.
Therefore, Equation (6.2) reads:

w = q + ρc

∂T
+ estored
∂t

(6.4)

The dissipated energy (Equation 6.4) is estimated using an experimental procedure described
by Meneghetti [50] which involves measuring the cooling rate after a sudden interruption of the
fatigue test. Referring to Figure 6.2, upon suddenly stopping the fatigue test at the time t ∗ when
the surface temperature value reaches T*, the temperature profile of the specimen drops. Since
the variation of the specimen’s temperature field and the room temperature are insignificant over
t*, the dissipated thermal energy, q in a differential time just before and after t* is the same.
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Hence, after
a
the inteerruption off the test, th
he mechaniccal input poower, w, andd the rate oof the
damage energy, estoredd in Equatio
on (6.4) drop
ps to zero [[50]. Conseqquently, justt after t ∗ (thhat is
t = (t ∗ ) ) Equation (6..4) reduces to:
t
+

− ρc

∂T
=q
∂t

(6.5)

where th
he thermal energy q per unit volu
ume is disssipated by cconduction, convection,, and
radiation
n. As the dissipated
d
thermal
t
eneergy at the section w
when failuree takes placce is
approxim
mated by Equ
uation (6.5), the thermall energy per unit volumee per cycle, H, can be siimply
evaluated
d by knowin
ng the test freequency:
H=

q
f

(6.6)

where f is
i the frequeency of the teest.

6 Energy balance
b
for specimen
s
un
nder fatiguee loading
Figure 6.1
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Figure 6.2
6 Determin
nation of disssipated theermal energgy by experiimental meaasurement oof
the cooliing rate
mage Evolu
ution
6.2.2 Dam
In this sttudy, the diissipated eneergy method
d is utilizedd to identifyy damage prrogression dduring
bending fatigue
f
of Ep
poxy/Glass using
u
follow
wing relation [5]:
D=

H − H0
H f − H0

((6.7)

where D ( 0 ≤ D ≤ 1 , [5]) is the damage
d
param
meter. H0 thhe presents iinitial value of the dissippated
energy an
nd Hf is the final
f
value of
o the dissipaated energy aat the time w
when failure occurs.
When thee applied loaad is of the fully
f
reversed
d bending tyype, the initial value of hheat dissipatiion is
zero and Equation (6
6.7) reads:
D=

H
Hf

(6.8)

6.3 Expeerimental Prrocedure
The mateerial studied
d is Epoxy/G
Glass G10/F
FR4 which iis a laminatte compositee consistingg of a
continuou
us filament glass cloth material
m
with
h an epoxy rresin binderr. This type oof material ooffers
high tenssile and flex
xural strength
h (see Tablee 6.1), and tthus find usee in a varietty of applicaations
such as electrical
e
equ
uipment, aero
ospace strucctures, and roocket structuural components.
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For bending fatigue tests, specimens are prepared with a laminate thickness of 3 mm with their
fibers oriented in 0o and 90o directions.
Table 6.1. Mechanical properties of G10/FR4
Tensile Strength (MPa) Flexural Strength (MPa) Elastic Modulus in Flexure (GPa)
Lengthwise Crosswise Lengthwise Crosswise Lengthwise
Crosswise
275
240
380
310
18
15
Figure 6.3 presents a schematic diagram of the experimental setup for cantilever reversebending fatigue tests. The apparatus is a compact bench-mounted unit with a variable speed
motor, variable throw crank connected to the reciprocating platen, with a failure cut-off circuit in
a control box and a cycle counter. The variable throw crank is adjustable from 0 to 50 mm. For
bending fatigue tests, the specimen is clamped at one end and oscillated at the other end with
specified amplitude and frequency. Dimensions of the specimen are shown in Figure 6.4. The
specimens are manufactured with tapered widths to produce nominally constant stress along the
test section in accordance with the ASTM STP standard. High-speed, high-resolution infrared
(IR) thermography is used to record the temperature evolution of the specimen during the entire
experiment. The IR camera is a MIKRON M7500 with temperature range between 0 oC to 500
o

C, resolution of 320 × 240 pixel, accuracy of ±2% of reading, sensitivity/NETD (noise-

equivalent temperature difference) of 0.08 oC at 30 oC, and image update rate of 7.5 Hz. Before
fatigue testing, the surface of the specimen is covered with black paint to increase the thermal
emissivity of the specimen surface.
The acoustic emission system employed consists of a PCI-2, a two-channel AE system on a
PCI card, which is capable of sampling at a rate of 106 sample/sec. A wide band, 100-900 KHz,
sensor is also mounted on the other side of the specimen, where is sufficiently far from the
specimen oscillations. The sensor whose diameter is 19.02 mm is installed on the left side of the
specimen (Figure 6.3) and is attached via ECHOGEL grade 30a gel type ultrasonic couplant. The
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sensor is firmly clam
mped to the specimen du
uring the exxperiment. P
Pre-amplificcation of 40 db is
applied and
a recording
g threshold is
i set to 45 db.
d Peak Deffinition Timee (PDT), Hitt Definition Time
(HDT) and
a Hit Lock
kout Time (HLT)
(
are set
s to 50, 2000, 300, resppectively. T
The extractedd AE
features are
a counts, rise
r time, and
d signal stren
ngth.

Figure 6.3
6
Schema
atic diagram
m of the exp
perimental ssetup in ben
nding

Figure 6.4
6
Geomeetry of the sp
pecimen useed for bendiing fatigue test. All dim
mensions are in
mm (ASTM STP 56
66).
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In the following sections experimental results of acoustic emission and Infrared thermography
are utilized to study degradation evolution during bending fatigue test.
6.3.1 Infrared Thermography
Figure 6.5a shows the surface temperature recorded using an IR camera (along the dashed line in
Figure 6.5b) versus normalized number of cycles. Normalization (N/Nf) is performed with
respect to the number of cycles at failure (Nf). The specimen (G10/FR4) is subjected to the
frequency of 10 Hz and displacement amplitude of 40.64 mm for which a total number of cycles
to failure of 4000 is obtained. Examination of Figure 6.5 reveals that the temperature evolution
undergoes three separate stages: an initial rise (Stage I), slow and steady increase (Stage II), and
a drastic increase prior to failure (Stage III). During the first stage, temperature increases due to
the occurrence of micro-cracks in multiple locations in the matrix, debonding at the weak
interface between fibers and matrix, and breaking of some fibers with low strength. This stage is
limited to a low number of cycles, typically 10-20% of the entire lifespan of the specimen [2, 6,
7, 15-17]. As the fatigue process progresses, the crack density in the matrix reaches a “saturation
level,” where the damage growth becomes stable [17]. The existing cracks grow toward the
fiber/matrix interface where cracks cannot cross the high strength fiber and begin to bifurcate in
two directions. One moves along the fiber and the other runs around the fiber with a slow and
gradual propagation [16]. In the third phase, which lasts approximately 10-20% of the entire
lifespan, the temperature rises rapidly after a comparatively small number of cycles until failure
occurs due to fiber breakage. It is worth to note that the mechanical properties of the laminate are
temperature dependent and are expected to change if temperature rises far beyond the room
temperature.
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(a)

Line on which temperature is measured.

(b)
Figure 6.5a
6
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nding
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placement aamplitude oof 40.64 mm
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ailure (Stag
ge III) Figu
ure 6.5b IR image of tthe surface temperatu
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Stage IIII identified in Figure 6.5a.
6
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6.3.2 Acoustic Emission
Figures 6.6a and b show the cumulative rise-time and cumulative signal strength of the acoustic
emissions plotted versus the normalized number of cycles (normalized with respect to number of
cycle at failure) for two bending fatigue tests with displacement amplitude of 35.56 mm and 38.1
mm and a frequency of 10 Hz. The rise-time is defined as the time between the beginning of the
AE hit and its peak amplitude and the signal strength is obtained via integration of rectified
voltage signal over the duration of the signal. The results of these figures also reveal three
distinct emission regimes. In the first stage (Stage I of Figures 6.6a and b) the AE events belong
to cyclic deflection of the laminate as well as weak points of the material from all parts of the
specimen [16]. The duration of the first stage depends on load level of the experiment and lasts
about 10-20 % of the total life. Eventually as more cycles pass, the interface between the fibers
and matrix breaks and matrix cracking occurs (Stage II of Figures 6.6a and 6b) [16]. Higher
applied loads reduce the duration of this stage. The second stage, which incorporates a major
fraction of the component life, has a positive slope whose value depends on the number of
acoustic events. The third stage, in which fiber breakage occurs, is associated with the high rate
of acoustic events and continues until the complete failure of the component.
6.3.3 Comparison of Acoustic Emission and Thermogrphy
Figures 6.7a-b compare the temperature profile and AE cumulative counts. This experiment is
carried out on a Glass/Epoxy laminate at the frequency of 10 Hz and displacement amplitude of
38.1 mm. The results of both the AE and the thermography tests exhibit a similar trend. In both
cases, the Stage I lasts for an approximately 20% of the total life.
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Figure 6.7
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6.4 Resu
ults and Disccussions
Figure 6.9 presents different co
ooling curvees within seeconds after stopping thhe fatigue teest at
c
(26, 65,
6 and 92% of total lifee) to investiggate differentt cooling ratte and
different number of cycles
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variation of dissipated energy. As cracks grow inside the composite and energy increases, more
heat generates and temperature increases accordingly. Hence, halting the tests at various number
of cycles results in different cooling rates. The curve-fitting toolbox of MATLAB is used to
generate the cooling curves from which the rate of drop in temperature,

∂T
(or θ ), is calculated
∂t

and are used in Equation (6.5) to evaluate the dissipated energy.
Figure 6.10 shows the dissipated energy evolution versus number of cycle for two different
fatigue loadings. Due to the fact that the calculation of the dissipated thermal energy from
experimentally measured cooling rates is not valid when the macro crack initiates at the surface
[50], the dissipated thermal energy at the end of the specimen life —where macro cracks appear
on the surface— cannot be estimated by calculating of the cooling rate. Hence, all the
experimental data points except the last point in this figure are obtained using Equations (6.5)
and (6.6), after interruption of the test and prior to abrupt temperature rise (Stage III of Figure
6.5). The sudden temperature increase indicates the large amount of dissipated energy is released
due to macro-cracks propagation and fiber breakage.
Experimental results of Giancane et al.’s work [5] on composite laminate shows that Stage
III of the dissipated energy starts around 90% of total life (Nf). In [5], it is observed that the
value of the dissipated thermal energy before the abrupt increase equals about 75% of the Hf.
Therefore, based on the observations of tension-tension tests, the final value of Hf is estimated
as approximately 1.43 times the value measured at about 85% of the total fatigue life . Then, to
calculate the heat dissipated energy from the experimentally obtained number of cycles, an
analytical model proposed by Wu and Yao [15] defined in Equation (6.9) is employed.
⎡ ⎛
⎛ N
H = H f ⎢1 − ⎜ 1 − ⎜
⎢ ⎜ ⎜Nf
⎢⎣ ⎝ ⎝

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

B

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

A

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥⎦

(6.9)
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where H represents dissipated energy
e
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ng fatigue. N and Nf are the numberr of cycles dduring
fatigue an
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ure, respectiv
vely. The vaalue of A andd B are modeel parameterrs (Table 6.22).

Table 6.2.Fatigue parameters
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A
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0.38

66800

Figure 6.9
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that more tests are recommended in order to determine more accurate values for A and B
constants.
6.5 Conclusion
In this study, dissipated energy and damage accumulation is characterized using the infrared
thermography technique for fully reversed bending of Epoxy/Glass.

Acoustic emission

technique is also used as a damage detection technique to verify the dissipated energy evolution
and damage process. The temperature results in characterizing the degradation progression is
corroborated by AE results and both methods show the damage evolution in a same manner. The
results indicate the existence of three distinct stages during the lifespan of the laminate. The first
of which is healthy period of almost 20% of the total life. In this phase of operation matrix
cracking occurs at weak points of the material. A second stage is observed in which debonding
and fiber matrix delamination take place. The final phase of operation is along with an abrupt
temperature and acoustic descriptors increase due to fiber breakage and continue until the
complete failure of the component. SEM images captured at three stages, in different cycles of
operation, show the damage growth during degradation. The accumulated dissipated energy is
obtained using an experimental procedure by stopping the fatigue test in various cycles and
measuring the rate of the temperature gradient. Taking advantage of the calculated heat lost
inside the material, damage progression is estimated during bending fatigue of Epoxy/Glass.
This study proposes a relatively simple method based on heat dissipated energy to determine the
degradation evolution inside a sample composite laminate. One can use the same procedure in
order to characterize the damage stages in an application with the desired loading condition.
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Chapter 7: Fatigue Damage Characterization of a Woven Glass/Epoxy Laminate
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7.1. Introduction
While composite materials are often superior to their metal counterparts, they are not exempt
from deterioration and damage. Of the different types of structural degradation, fatigue damage
is one of the main failure mechanisms associated with composite materials when subjected to
repetitive, cyclic loading.
Fatigue damage and failure mechanisms of composite laminates involve a combination of
different mechanisms such as matrix cracking, fiber/matrix debonding, and fiber breakage. These
mechanisms are considerably more complex than their metal counterparts wherein a main crack
starts and propagates until fracture takes place. In composite materials, many micro-cracks
initiate at the early stage of the fatigue evolution and result in different types of fatigue damage
growth [1-2]. This complexity associated with their multi-damage mechanisms has hampered the
development of a general fatigue degradation criterion [2-4].
There have been many attempts at describing the degradation mechanisms in composite
materials. Some investigators use the reduction of stiffness [5-14], while others use strain energy
variation [15-18]. Still others use non-destructive methods like thermography to monitor how
damage occurs during cyclic loading [8-11, 19-21]. A comprehensive review of fatigue damage
in composite laminates is available in the work of Degrieck and Paepegem [2] and Sendeckyj
[22].
All of the above-mentioned methods —stiffness, energy, and thermography method—
confirm the existence of three distinct phases in the evolution of the damage process. These are:
an abrupt initial phase due to matrix cracking, a slow and gradual increase phase associated with
fiber/matrix interfacial debonding, and finally the fiber breakage phase. Physically, the duration
of each phase depends on the type of laminate and fiber orientation. However, examination of
the published results reveals that the durations of three regimes evaluated by surface temperature
measurement and stiffness reduction method are not identical [9-11]. For example, the initial
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phase of damage based on the results of temperature evolution method is about 10-15% of the
total life. However, 5-10% of total life for initial phase is reported when one uses the stiffness
reduction method [9-11]. The differences observed between the correlation of damage behavior
based on the stiffness reduction and the temperature rise calls for the development of an
alternative approach for investigating the fatigue degradation in a composite laminate.
Generally, it can be hypothesized that the degradation of structural components is a
consequence of irreversible thermodynamic processes that disorder a component, and that
deterioration is a time-dependent phenomenon with increasing disorder [23]. This suggests that
entropy — a fundamental parameter in thermodynamics that characterizes disorder— offers a
natural measure of component degradation [24].
In this chapter, we propose a thermodynamically-based damage model for capturing the
fatigue characteristics of a woven Glass/Epoxy (G10/FR4) laminate. We compare the results of a
series of experiments to those of the existing methods for damage evaluation such as stiffness
reduction, hysteresis energy variation, and surface temperature measurement methods. It is
shown that the characterization of fatigue damage evolution based on the entropy concept is a
promising approach for distinguishing different damage stages.
7.2. Theoretical Background of Fatigue Damage Evolution
In the following sections we begin by first reviewing the stiffness and energy criteria for
characterizing fatigue damage and, then, go on to show how the thermodynamic entropy can be
utilized for prediction of degradation in a Glass/Epoxy laminate subjected to cyclic loading.
7.2.1 Stiffness Approach
Monitoring the stiffness degradation in real time is a common quantitative measure of fatigue
damage in a composite laminate. The premise of this approach is that cumulative damage
generally results in the reduction in the material’s stiffness. For modeling purposes, a so-called
damage parameter, D*E , is defined in terms of stiffness as follows [25].
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D*E = 1 −

E
E0

(7.1)

where E0 is the initial virgin material’s stiffness and E is the damaged material’s stiffness.
Experimental results show that the final measured stiffness when failure occurs is: 1 −

Ef
E0

instead of being unity [5]. To take this into account, a new cumulative damage parameter is
defined as [5, 26]:
DE =

E − E0
E f − E0

(7.2)

Cumulative damage in Equation (7.2) is in the range of 0 to 1.
7.2.2 Hysteresis Energy Concept
Monitoring hysteresis energy is another method for assessment of fatigue damage in a composite
material. As the cyclic fatigue process continues, the hysteresis area under the cyclic loading
curve, H, i.e., the dissipated energy, tends to increase. Using this property, a degradation index,

DH , can be defined as follows [6,15].
DH =

H − H0
H f − H0

(7.3)

where H is the hysteresis energy which changes as a function of life during the fatigue process,

H0 represents the initial strain energy and Hf is the final hysteresis energy at the instant when
failure occurs. The initial strain energy for tension-tension fatigue test can be evaluated using the
following expression [16]:
H0 =

F 2L
2 AE0

(7.4)

where F is the mean applied load (the average of maximum and minimum load), L is the
specimen length, and A is the area of the specimen’s cross section .
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7.2.3 Thermodynamic Approach
Fatigue damage is an irreversible process and produces entropy according to the second law of
thermodynamics. The variation of entropy, dS, is the sum of two terms [27]:
dS = d i S + d e S

(7.5)

where de S represents the exchange entropy (either positive or negative) with the surroundings
and di S is the entropy generation within the control volume. The second law of thermodynamics
(Clausius-Duhem inequality) postulates that entropy generation must be non-negative, i.e.,
di S ≥ 0

(7.6)

In terms of the specific quantities, Equation (7.6) can be written as [27]:
•

γ=

dγ H k
= + T,iT,i ≥ 0
dt T T 2

(7.7)
•

where k is the thermal conductivity, T represents temperature, t is time, and γ is entropy
production rate.
Equation (7.7) consists of the mechanical dissipation due to permanent deformation (
•
k
H
) and the thermal dissipation due to heat conduction ( γ cond = 2 T,iT,i ). In low-cycle
T
T

•

γ mech =

fatigue the entropy generation due to mechanical dissipation is dominant and the entropy
generation due to heat conduction is negligible [28]. Hence, Equation (7.7) reduces to
•

γ=

H
T

(7.8)

Similar to the damage accumulation of stiffness and hysteresis energy methods, an entropybased fatigue damage criterion is proposed as follows.
•

DS =

•

γ −γ 0
•

(7.9)

•

γ f −γ 0
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•

•

where γ f represents the entropy production just before the failure occurs and γ 0 is the initial
entropy production, i.e.,
•

γ0 =

H0
T

(7.10)

Experimental temperature and hysteresis energy can be used in Equation (9) to quantify fatigue
damage.
7.3. Material and Experimental Procedure
The material studied is Glass /Epoxy (G10/FR4) which is an unbalanced woven fabric composite
with plain weave and aligned configuration consisting of a continuous filament glass cloth with
an epoxy resin binder. The plain-woven glass fabric is stacked in fifteen layers within the
thickness of 3 mm. Each woven layer has two unidirectional layers stacked in [0o/ 90o]. This type
of composite offers high tensile and flexural strength, and thus finds use in a variety of
applications such as electrical equipment, aerospace structures, and rocket structural
components. Figure 7.1a shows the schematic of two layers of plain-woven Glass/Epoxy
laminate with aligned configuration. Specimens are prepared with on- and off-axis stacking
sequences. In on-axis stacking, the warp and weft directions are aligned with the load direction.
The former is called lengthwise (0o) while the latter is called crosswise (90o). In off-axis
stacking, the angle between the warp and the load direction is θ (15o, 80o in this study) as shown
in Figure 7.1b. Fatigue tests are carried out with MTS 810 servohydraulic single actuator.
Constant sinusoidal fatigue loads are applied at the frequency of 10 Hz.
The instrumentation includes high-speed, high-resolution infrared (IR) thermography which is
used to record the temperature evolution of the specimen during the entire experiment. The IR
camera is a MIKRON M7500 with temperature range between 0 oC to 500 oC, resolution of 320

× 240 pixel, accuracy of ±2% of reading, sensitivity/NETD of 0.08 oC at 30 oC, and image
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cycles to failure) with 5.25 KN of on-axis (0o) and 4.25 KN of off-axis (80o) cyclic loading at the
frequency of 10 Hz. About 20% reduction of stiffness (

E0 − E f
E0

) is seen in the Figure 7.2a.

The hysteresis energy is calculated by measuring the area of stress-strain hysteresis loop using
MATLABTM. Stiffness is calculated using the linear regression of unloading hysteresis curve. In
Figures 7.2a and 7.2b, there exist three degradation stages: In Stage I, a significant reduction in
stiffness and an increase in hysteresis energy occur. During Stage II, stiffness slowly decreases in
a linear fashion and hysteresis energy steadily increases. In Stage III, stiffness drops and
hysteresis energy increases in a non-linear manner prior to failure. The explanation for different
damage mechanisms in each stage has been discussed for woven laminates in literature [11, 2930]. In Stage I, micro-cracks form in multiple locations in the matrix; debonding occurs in warp
or weft at the interface between fibers and matrix; and weft and warp fibers with low strength
break. As the fatigue process progresses, the crack density in the matrix and in fibers reaches a
“saturation level,” where the damage growth becomes stable. During Stage II, more debonding in
fiber strands and delaminations between warp and weft at the cross-over points take place. The
interlacing nature of woven composite causes a gradual and slow trend in degradation process
during this stage. Material’s degradation continues in Stage III due to the fiber breakage before
fracture occurs.
Examination of Figures 7.2a and 7.2b reveals that the durations for the above- mentioned
stages in the results of stiffness and hysteresis energy variation of both the on- and off-axis fiber
orientation are not identical, especially in Stages II and III. The reason is that for off-axis angles,
once a crack is formed, its tip is subjected to an opening mode normal to fibers and sliding mode
parallel to the fibers. Depending on the off-axis angle, the stress magnitude in the fiber direction
may not be sufficient to break the fibers and thus fibers can tolerate the load during Stage II.
Fiber breakage occurs when the debondings connect with each other, leading to more
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delaminations between the warp and the weft strands. Therefore, Stage II of the off-axis fatigue
damage lasts long enough until the woven Glass/Epoxy laminate losses its load-carrying capacity
remarkably. On the contrary, in an on-axis fatigue, most of the load is absorbed by the warp or
the weft fibers and majority of the matrix cracks and the debondings in warp and weft yarns tend
to propagate normal to the fibers in the transverse direction. Hence, due to the high magnitude of
the load acting on the fibers, some of the weft or warp fibers that are debonded at the cross-over
points begin to fail. Stage II of the off-axis and the on-axis fatigue damage last about 70% and
60% of the total life, respectively.
7.4.2 Temperature Evolution
Figure 7.3 shows the evolution of the surface temperature of two fatigue tests corresponding to
Figure 7.2. During Stage I, temperature increases due to the frictional energy between the fiber
and the matrix, and energy is released at the tip of the micro-cracks as they propagate during the
cyclic operation. As soon as the damage in the specimen reaches its saturation level, Stage II
starts and results in the balanced condition between energy generation and heat dissipation. In
Stage III, an abrupt increase in temperature is observed following the fiber breakage and failure
occurs soon thereafter. The similar observation for temperature is reported by [8-11] for woven
laminates.
The temperature increase in both on- and off-axis in Stage I is about the same, and lasts
approximately 30% of the total life. The linear and steady behavior of Stage II for the off-axis
lasts longer than that of the on-axis laminate. The reason can be attributed to a different failure
mechanism described as follows. When the specimen is subjected to an on-axis loading, the
normal load is mainly absorbed by the fibers and micro-cracks tend to open in the transverse
direction. However, in the case of the off-axis loading, the main fatigue damage mechanism is
the matrix/fiber debonding due to shear stress. Therefore, as a result of the high-strength capacity
of the fibers in tolerating the applied load in off-axis laminate, Stage III is postponed.
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The difference in the duration of three stages among the result of temperature profile,
hysteresis energy, and stiffness plot can be explained as follows. The increase in the surface
temperature of the specimen results primarily from the friction energy between fibers and
fiber/matrix interfaces and in part from the energy release at the tip of the cracks or mechanical
energy. However, the reduction in the stiffness and the increase in the hysteresis energy are due
to the deformation energy. An insufficient duration in the loading and unloading process, low
thermal conductivity of woven Glass/Epoxy laminate, and low convection heat transfer
coefficient prevent the system from reaching the steady thermal balance between the specimen
and the surroundings. Therefore, very little heat is transferred during each fatigue cycle and
because of the phase lag between the heat generation and dissipation, the balance between the
heat generated per cycle and the heat lost to the surroundings delays the transition from one stage
to the next.
Figure 7.4 shows the temperature evolution profile and temperature maps obtained by
thermography technique at various stages of the evolution from 10% to 98% of the specimen life.
Tests are carried out at 10 Hz and subjected to the load amplitude of 4.9 KN along the weft
direction. Each figure shows the measured temperature profile at three different sections of the
specimen. Figure 4a shows that during at least 10% of the life the temperatures at different
sections are nearly identical, indicating relatively uniform axial temperature distribution. The
ordinate of Figures 7.4b-g is the normalized temperature (with respect to the maximum and
minimum temperature,

T −T min
). Figure 7.4b shows the temperature map and the temperature
Tmax − Tmin

profile of the specimen around 10% of the total life. The boundary of the large zone of the same
color is identified by the dashed curve. During the early stage of fatigue, damage areas are
randomly distributed in the specimen. This is brought about by the breakage of weak fibers and
matrix cracking at the weak interfaces. Hence, the temperature profiles of the three sections
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overlap each other. As cyclic load continues to 30% of the total life (Figure 7.4c), the dashed
zone area reduces and temperature difference between Section 7.3, and Section 7.1 and section
7.2 increases. As it can be seen from Figure 7.4a, the temperature map around 30% of the total
life is in Stage II. The area contained within the dashed curve from 30% to 60% of the total life
does not change significantly. It should be noted that the observed slow- and linear damage is the
characteristic of Stage II due to interlacing nature of woven fibers. During 60% to 75% of the
total life, the temperature plot and the area enclosed by the dashed curve are changed remarkably
due to the initiation of fiber breakage, which is the characteristic of the final stage. Also to be
noted is that in Stage III of Figure 7.4a, the temperature variation is no longer linear. As the
fatigue process continues from 75% to 98% of total life (Figures 7.4e-g), more fiber breakage
takes place and the size of the cracks increases. Note that the fracture area is limited to the
Section 1 where temperature is highest. The region enclosed by the dashed curve, representing a
region of the high temperature, shrinks. In fact, the zone with the highest temperature
corresponds to where fracture occurs.
Damage evolution discussion in the above sections reveals that the occurrence of three
different phases during degradation based on stiffness, energy, and temperature methods do not
necessarily yield identical correlations. In the following section, we apply the entropy concept
which contains the combined effect of stiffness, energy and temperature to demonstrate an
enhanced method for assessment of fatigue degradation in a Glass/Epoxy laminate.
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7.4.3 Entropy Generation
Hysteresis energy and temperature profile are utilized in order to calculate the amount of entropy
generation during each cycle based on Equation (7.8). The result of entropy generation
corresponding to Figure 7.3 is plotted in Figure 7.5a along with the SEM images of the fracture
surface in Figures 7.5b and 7.5c. Entropy generation also evolves in three stages with an initial
stage where matrix cracking and the breakage of weak fibers occur. This stage lasts about 10%
of total life. In this phase, the rate of entropy generation is high due to the high degree of
associated disorders. During this stage, debondings take place in the weft and warp yarns close to
the cross- over point. Stage II exhibits a linear and slow increase in entropy that lasts about 60%
of the total life for off-axis fiber orientation. While, for the on-axis loading, this stage lasts
around 50% of total life.
The SEM images of the fracture surfaces (Figures 7.5b and 7.5c) show the different types of
degradation mechanisms in a woven Glass/Epoxy laminate. More debonding between weft and
warp yarns and matrix take place during Stage II. These debondings and delaminations are the
origin of more matrix cracks which propagate into some of the fiber bundles. Delaminations
occur at the cross over points of the weft and the warp fibers. During Stage III, high amount of
entropy is generated due to a relatively large amount of energy release as a result of the breakage
of the fibers. Note that estimation of entropy generation during the fatigue process requires
incorporating strain energy, stiffness, and temperature.
7.5 Damage Evolution
In this section, we examine the accumulation of fatigue damage using the thermodynamic
entropy concept and compare with other methods. The results pertain to fatigue damage
evolution of a series of tension-tension fatigue tests of woven Epoxy/Glass (G10/FR4) laminate
for various load angles (0, 15, 80, and 90o).
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Direction

0o

90o

15o

80o

Load
(KN)
5.5
5.7
7.15
7.25
Avg.=
4.9
5.15
5.25
5.75
Avg.=
4.48
4.55
4.7
5.5
Avg.=
4.35
4.55
4.7
Avg.=

Table 7.1. Comparison of different stages
Stiffness
Entropy
Energy Method
Criterion
Approach
Stage I Stage Stage I Stage Stage I Stage
(%)
III (%)
(%)
III (%)
(%)
III (%)
10
50
4
47
5
45
5
35
3
50
5
50
7
53
6
55
12
45
6
47
7
45
5
42
6.75
46.25
5
49.25
6.75
45.5
11
45
8
50
12
45
10
50
11
42
13
42
8
35
7
35
9
38
7
50
7
45
12
40
9
45
8.25
43
11.5
41.25
17
25
14
28
14
15
15
22
12
25
12
20
14
30
10
35
11
20
13
33
10
30
12
25
14.75
27.5
11.5
29.5
12.25
20
11
27
13
30
12
32
11
20
11
22
15
17
12
24
10
30
13
25
11.3
23.6
11.3
27.3
13.3
24.6

Temperature
Criterion
Stage I Stage
(%)
III (%)
21
27
25
38
36
25
35
20
29.25
27.5
27
35
32
30
30
25
25
30
28.75
30
25
10
30
10
26
14
30
15
27.75
12.25
25
11
32
12
30
14
29
12.3

7.5. Conclusions
A series of load-controlled, tension-tension fatigue tests with zero load ratio and various
load/fiber orientations is performed to study the fatigue damage mechanisms based on four
different methods, namely stiffness reduction, hysteresis energy, temperature variation and
thermodynamic entropy. The use of entropy for characterization of fatigue damage in a
composite presented here is a new method. It utilizes the evolution of both the hysteresis energy
and the temperature to evaluate fatigue damage. The primary result is that degradation undergoes
three different stages, namely Stage I with matrix cracking, and fiber/matrix debonding, Stage II
with fiber/matrix delamination and matrix cracking, and Stage III with fiber breakage. The life
span of these stages strongly depends on the fiber orientation. The duration of each stage based
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on thermodynamic entropy approach encompasses the effects of different stages of stiffness,
hysteresis energy, and temperature evolution methods. Based on the experimental results, a
•

damage variable as a function of entropy production of the form DS =

•

γ −γ 0
•

•

γ f −γ 0

is introduced. This

equation shows that the irreversible thermodynamic entropy can be utilized to assess the
degradation of a system under repetitive cyclic loading.
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Chapter 8: A Comprehensive Fatigue Failure Criterion Based on Thermodynamic
Approach
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8.1 Introduction
The establishment of a unified fatigue failure criterion subsuming on-axis, off-axis, load ratio,
constant load, variable load, and load sequence in a universal manner is highly desirable to
facilitate the design of composite structures subjected to repetitive loading. In comparison with
metals, the fatigue behavior of composites is considerably more complicated due to the
interaction of multitude of the processes such as matrix cracking, fiber/matrix delamination, and
fiber breakage [1-4].
Generally, major fatigue life prediction models for composites are based on either stress or
energy criterion. Hashin and Rotem [5] and Sims and Brogdon [6], for example, were among the
earliest researchers who introduced a stress criterion for the analysis of the fatigue failure in
composites. Rotem and Nelson [7] also developed a method to predict S-N curves for composite
laminates based on a fatigue failure criterion similar to the Goodman diagram[8]. Fawaz and
Ellyin [9] developed a stress-based model to predict the fatigue life of a composite laminate at
different fiber directions. Kawai [10] also proposed a stress-based fatigue life prediction criterion
for an off-axis unidirectional composite subjected to constant-amplitude loading by normalizing
the applied stress with respect to static strength. Huang [11], Owen and Griffiths [12], Amijima

et al. [13], and Khan et al. [14] have attempted to characterize the fatigue failure based on S-N
curve method for woven fabric-reinforced composites.
Research reveals, however, that the stress-based criterion results in a large scatter of data. To
overcome this shortcoming, many researchers have attempted to make use of a more unified
fatigue failure criterion based on the strain energy that incorporates both the stress and the strain
terms. Ellyin and EL-Kadi [15] utilized the strain energy to predict fatigue failure and related the
total fatigue life to the total energy through a power-law relation. Later, EL-Kadi and Ellyin [16]
proposed a fatigue failure criterion for a unidirectional composite laminate taking into account
the effect of fiber orientation angle. Peterman and Cheng [2] and Peterman and Pulmtree [1]
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used the critical plane (the plane in which cracks initiate and propagate) approach to develop a
fatigue failure criterion model that incorporates the energy density into the analysis.
Subsequently, Shokrieh and Taheri-Behrooz [3] developed a strain energy-based fatigue life
model for unidirectional polymer composite laminates under different stress ratios and off-axis
loading.
Although the energy-based models are capable of taking into account the effect of angle
direction and the stress ratio, the associated cluster of experimental data cannot be contained
within a reasonable upper and lower band. Further, this approach is not suitable for handling the
fatigue problems that involve variable loading. The premise of this paper is that fatigue damage
is an irreversible process that causes disorder in the system and manifests itself in generation of
entropy in accordance with the second law of thermodynamics [17-20]. As time progresses,
disorder in the system continuously increases until it reaches a critical stage when failure occurs.
Simultaneously with the rise in disorder, entropy monotonically increases. Thus, as demonstrated
in recent literature, entropy offers a natural measure of a component’s deterioration [17-20].
The aim of this chapter is to compare the fatigue life prediction methods that use stress and
energy approaches with the entropy accumulation concept. For this purpose, an extensive set of
tension-tension fatigue tests are performed with constant- and variable-amplitude loading (Highto-low and Low-to-High) and different load ratios and load sequences, frequencies, and fiber
angles. The results show that entropy accumulation method has the advantage of incorporating
both stress, strain, energy concept in a unified manner and is found to be more promising as
compared with other fatigue life evaluation methods.
8.2 Material and Experimental Procedure
The material studied is Glass /Epoxy (G10/FR4) with high tensile and flexural strength (see
Table 8.1) used in electrical equipment, aerospace structures, and rocket structural components.
The Glass /Epoxy laminate is an unbalanced woven fabric composite with plain weave and
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aligned configuration consisting of a continuous filament glass cloth with an epoxy resin binder
that is cured under heat and pressure to form solid shapes (Figure 8.1a). This type of laminate is
a fiberglass laminate, containing layers of fiberglass sheets. Those fiberglass sheets are stacked
up and positioned in a fixture. A grade #10 (i.e., G10) epoxy is injected in to the layers of
fiberglass sheets, heated and pressed at high pressure. FR4 is a fire retardant grade of G10. The
plain woven glass fabric is stacked in fifteen layers for the thicknesses of 3 mm. Each woven
layer has two unidirectional layers stacked in [0o/ 90o]. Specimens are prepared with two
different stacking sequences. One is on-axis stacking in which the warp or weft directions are
aligned with the load direction. The warp and the weft directions are called the lengthwise (0o)
and the crosswise (90o), respectively. The other stacking sequence is off-axis stacking in which
the angle between the warp and the load direction is θ (15o, 30o, 45o, 60o and 80o in this study)
(Figure 8.1b).
High-speed, high-resolution infrared (IR) thermography is used to record the temperature
evolution of the specimen during the entire experiment. The IR camera is a MIKRON M7500
with temperature range between 0 oC to 500 oC, resolution of 320 × 240 pixel, accuracy of ±2%
of reading, sensitivity/NETD of 0.08 oC at 30 oC, and image update rate of 7.5 Hz. Before
testing, the surface of the specimen is coated with black paint to increase the thermal emissivity
of the specimen surface.

Figure 8.1c presents a schematic diagram of the experimental setup for tension-tension fatigue
test. Tests are carried out with MTS 810 servohydraulic single actuator. First, static tests are
performed to determine the laminate’s ultimate tensile strength and modulus of elasticity. Next,
extensive set of experiments are performed using a sinusoidal load applied at the frequency of 10
Hz and load ratios, R, of 0 and 0.1. Finally, constant- and variable-load amplitudes (high-to-low
and low-to-high) are performed in the load-controlled mode.
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Table 8.1. Mechaniical propertties of G10/F
FR4
Tensile Streength (MPa)

Modulus of Elasticityy (GPa)

0o 90
0o 15o 30
0o 45o 60
0o 80o 0o 90o 15o 30o 45o 60o 80o
375 32
20 253 19
90 210 23
35 234 19
9 17 15. 5 7
3
6 15

Shearr
Strengtth
(MPa))
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strain assumption overestimates the elastic strain energy for the off-axis stacking with non-linear
behavior. This method incorporates stress and strain terms and can be expressed as follows [3]:
ΔW =

1
Xε 1 u

(σ 1 maxε 1 max − σ 1 minε 1 min ) +

1
Yε 2 u

(σ 2 maxε 2 max − σ 2 minε 2 min ) +

1
Sε 6 u

(σ 6 maxε 6 max − σ 6 minε 6 min )

(8.1)

where ΔW is the normalized linear elastic strain energy (normalized with respect to monotonic
strain energy), σ 1 max , σ 2 max , σ 6 max , σ 1 min , σ 2 min , σ 6 min are the maximum and minimum stress
components, and ε 1 max , ε 2 max , ε 6 max , ε 1 min , ε 2 min , ε 6 min are the

corresponding maximum and

minimum strain components in the fiber directions (see Figures 8.3 and 8.4). X, Y, and S are the
maximum static strength in length and crosswise directions and shear strength (see Table 8.1 for
their values). ε 1u , ε 2u , ε 6 u are the ultimate strain in the monotonic test. Taking advantage of the
transformation relationships between the on- and off-axis stress and using the linear elastic
assumption [3, 16], Equation (8.1) becomes
ΔW =

⎛ cos 4 θ sin 4 θ sin 2 θ cos 2 θ ⎞
1+ R
⎟⎟
+
+
Δσ 2 ⎜⎜
2
1− R
Y2
S2
⎝ X
⎠

where R is the stress ratio ( =

(8.2)

σ min
), Δσ represents the stress range ( = σ max − σ min ), and θ denotes
σ max

the angle between the lengthwise fibers and the load direction.
Having the stress range from experiment enables one to calculate the elastic strain energy density
at different number of cycles at failure (Nf).
8.3.1.2 Hysteresis Energy-Life (H-N) Concept
The hysteresis area under the cyclic loading (H) — a quantity which represents the dissipated
energy— increases during the fatigue process owing to the permanent deformation. This energy
has two parts: the first part is released during the unloading process and the second part is the
stored energy responsible for creation of new cracks and the propagation of the existing cracks
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[1, 21]. The
T cyclic hy
ysteresis eneergy is directtly calculateed from the eexperimentall stress and sstrain
TM
M
in real tim
me using a MATALB
M
code as folllows (Figuree 8.2b).

Figure 8.3
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e
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m [16]) and hysteresis loop
energy

8 Schematiic of stress and
a strain and
a coordin
nate system (adopted frrom [2])
Figure 8.4
n

H = ∑ ( σ i − σ i −1 )( ε i − ε i−1 )

(8.3)

i=1

where n is the numbeer of points acquired perr cycle durinng fatigue. T
The total hyssteresis enerrgy or
accumulaated fracturee energy, Ht, at failure iss obtained bby summing up the hystteresis energgy per
cycle to the
t total num
mber of cyclees to failure,, Nf..
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Nf

⎛ n
⎞
H t = ∑ ⎜ ∑( σ i − σ i −1 )( ε i − ε i −1 ) ⎟
j =1 ⎝ i =1
⎠

(8.4)

8.3.2 Thermodynamic Approach
The second law of thermodynamics (Clausius-Duhem inequality) postulates that the rate of
entropy is always greater than or equal to the rate of heating divided by the temperature.
Utilizing the thermodynamic relationships, the entropy production can be stated as [19, 22].
•

γ=

H
k
+ 2 T,iT,i ≥ 0
T T

(8.5)

where k is the thermal conductivity and T represents the temperature. Equation (8.5) —the
entropy generation inequality—consists of the mechanical dissipation due to permanent
•

deformation ( γ mech =

•
k
H
) and the thermal dissipation due to heat conduction ( γ cond = 2 T,iT,i ).
T
T

Utilizing the entropy concept, the authors of the present paper demonstrated that for two metals,
Al 6061-T6 and SS 304, by tallying the entropy production up to the fracture point, one arrives at
a unique material property—a so-called fracture fatigue entropy (FFE)— that is independent of
geometry, load, and frequency[19].This property was utilized as a structural health monitoring
mechanism in [23] to halt the operation of a machine prior to fracture at a user-specified
percentage of the remaining life. The present paper seeks to extend the application from metal to
a composite laminate. It was shown [19] that in low-cycle fatigue, entropy production due to
mechanical dissipation is dominant. Similarly, in the present paper, according to an order of
magnitude analysis (See Appendix B for details), the entropy generation due to heat conduction
is shown to be negligible. It should be noted that the cyclic hysteresis energy (H) is a crucial
parameter for determining FFE. In metals, cyclic hysteresis energy is a function of fatigue
parameters such as cyclic strain hardening, fatigue ductility coefficient, and fatigue strength
coefficient. To estimate the FFE for a metallic component, one can make use of the cyclic plastic
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energy formula such as the Morrow’s equation [25]. However, in contrast to a metallic
component, the hysteresis energy variation for a composite material is more complex and, to the
best of our knowledge, no expressions are available to relate the composite fatigue properties to
the hysteresis energy. In this work we shall rely on the experimental measurement of the
hysteresis energy. Experimental cyclic hysteresis energy data and surface temperature of the
specimen at the section where failure takes place are utilized in Equation 8.5 to evaluate cyclic
entropy production. FFE is then determined by integrating cyclic entropy production in real time.
8.4 Results and Discussion
Figure 8.5 shows the plot of stress-strain for Glass/Epoxy (G10/FR4) laminate subjected to a
series of static tests for both on- and off-axis directions. While the stress-strain relationships for
on-axis tests show that they are nearly linear before the ultimate failure occurs, in the off-axis
tests a significant nonlinearity appears following the initial linear response up to only about 1%
strain. When dealing with on-axis loading, the load is primarily supported by the fibers and
failure stress is that of the normal stress. However, in the off-axis loading, the predominant
failure mechanism is shear stress and the material behavior is governed by a combination of
nonlinear elasticity and damage in the matrix and the yarns [25-26].
Figure 8.6 presents the variation of modulus of elasticity of Glass/Epoxy (G10/FR4) laminate
at different fiber angles. It shows that as the off-axis angle increases, the magnitude of elastic
modulus decreases up to 45o. Beyond 45o, the elastic modulus starts to increase. It is to be noted
that the elastic modulus for off-axis angles can be predicted using the classical laminated plate
theory. However, the present work is an experimental investigation without resorting to the
calculation of elastic modulus using the classical laminated-plate theory.
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strongly dependent upon the fiber load angle and the stress ratio and that a relatively large data
scatter is seen in the S-N. The normalized strain energy for the same experimental results
obtained using Equations (8.2) to (8.4) are plotted against the number of cycles at failure in
Figure 8.7b. In comparison with the S-N, the W-N method collapses all the data to within a
relatively narrow band. A least square relation fitted to the experimental results is:
ΔW = 1.2064 N −f 0.189

(8.6)

with the goodness of Rg2= 0.8.
Figure 8.7c shows the plot of cyclic hysteresis energy at the time when failure occurs. It has a
similar trend with strain energy method and the best fitting line with the goodness of Rg2= 0.82
is:
H = 4.8262 N −f 0.444

(8.7)

Figure 8.7d shows the accumulation of hysteresis energy obtained using Equation (8.4) up to the
time when failure takes place. It can be seen that the experimental data for the load/fiber angles
close to crosswise angle (90o) and lengthwise angle (0o) are distributed around a straight line of
H t = 2.4413 N 0f.5199

(8.8)

with the goodness of Rg2= 0.83. However, the fatigue life behavior of Glass/Epoxy laminate with
high fiber/load angle (30, 45, 60o) tends to have relatively different distribution described by the
following relationship.
H t = 1.2415 N 0f.6497

(8.9)

with the goodness of Rg2= 0.88. That is, the total hysteresis energy for 30, 45, and 60ospecimens tends to increase with a different trend than that of 0, 15, 80, 90o-specimens. The
reason can be attributed to the fatigue properties of Glass/Epoxy laminate at different load/fiber
angles. The plot of stress –strain at the load angle close to crosswise and lengthwise direction is
almost linear and failure is dominated by the normal stress. However, the shear failure is mostly
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production can then be evaluated using Equation (5). By accumulating of the cyclic entropy
production in real time and comparing to FFE of the material, the remaining life can be
estimated.
In general, a comprehensive fatigue failure criterion based on the thermodynamic entropy
enables engineers to simply estimate the life of composite laminate under any combination of
fiber orientation and stress ratio and to implement a system to automatically halt the operation of
composite components before catastrophic failure occurs. An application of this concept for
metallic specimens has already been demonstrated [23].
8.5 Conclusions
A series of load-controlled tension-tension fatigue tests with different load ratios and various
load angles is performed to study the fatigue life based on four different methods: stress life (SN), linear elastic strain energy (W-N), hysteresis energy (H-N), and thermodynamic entropy (EN) method. The E-N method which is a new technique, utilizes the concept of fracture fatigue
entropy. The results show the capability of the entropy method to predict fatigue life for various
stress ratios and fiber orientations. The results show that fatigue life based on the stress
consideration alone is sensitive to the load ratio, the load amplitude and the fiber orientations. As
a result, the associated fatigue data have a great amount of scatter. Although the fatigue life
prediction based on energy method collapses the data to within narrower limits, the scatter in the
data still remains.

Among the mentioned methods, the plot of fracture fatigue entropy versus

fatigue life is more unified compared to stress-life and energy-life plots and has the following
features:
(i) It is developed based on the thermodynamic entropy incorporating the concept of
degradation theory [17] which relates deterioration of components to entropy generation
via thermodynamic forces and thermodynamic flows.
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(ii) It incorporates stress, strain, and energy terms and provides results that are much less
scattered compared to that of the other methods such as S-N, W-N, and H-N.
(iii)The method presented takes into account the mean stress effect, and different fiber
orientation angles as well as constant and variable loading.
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Chapter 9: Conclusions and Future Steps
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9.1 Conclusions
The present research establishes a new thermodynamic-based approach to predict the fatigue life
and assess fatigue damage of metals and composite laminates subjected to constant and variable
loading (High-to-Low and Low-to-High). Results show that the cumulative entropy generation is
constant at the time of failure and is independent of geometry, load, and frequency. Moreover, it
is shown that the fracture fatigue entropy (FFE) is directly related to the type of material. That is,
materials with different properties such as Steel, Aluminum and Epoxy/Glass (G10/FR4)
composite laminate have a different cumulative entropy generation at the fracture point.
The implication of this finding is that by capturing the temperature variation of a system
undergoing fatigue process, the evolution of entropy generation can be calculated during the
fatigue life and then compared to the appropriate FFE for the material to assess the severity of
degradation of the specimen. A prototype of fatigue monitoring unit (FMU) is developed as a
structural health monitoring system installed on the existing fatigue machine. By capturing the
temperature variation of the specimen undergoing fatigue process, the evolution of entropy
generation is calculated in real time. The results of a series of laboratory fatigue tests show that
thermodynamic entropy-based fatigue life prediction curve is more unified than stiffness-, stressand energy-based fatigue life prediction curves.
Furthermore, empirical relationships between damage and entropy production are developed
for both metals and composite laminate. Fatigue damage relationships directly linked to the
thermodynamic entropy via hysteresis energy, and temperature are more general than the other
methods of fatigue damage such as stiffness-, stress- and energy-based fatigue damage methods.
Two different fatigue damage behaviors in metal and composite laminate exist. In metals a
main crack starts and propagates until fracture takes place. However, fatigue damage and failure
mechanisms of composite laminates involve the combination of different mechanisms such as
matrix cracking, fiber/matrix debonding, and fiber breakage. Theses mechanisms are
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considerably more complicated than their metal counterparts.

In composite materials,

degradation undergoes three different stages, namely Stage I with matrix cracking, Stage II with
fiber/matrix interfacial debonding and matrix cracking, and Stage III with fiber breakage. Two
non-destructive methods —Infrared thermography and acoustic emission— are utilized to
characterize damage progression of Epoxy/Glass composite laminate during repetitive loading.
9.2 Future Steps
The following recommendation should be considered to extend and improve the present work.

• In real applications, structures are subjected to multiaxial fatigue. Therefore, more practical
applications should be studied.

• Since experimental investigations are not always cost effective and laboratory tests cannot
prototype the actual size and geometry of components and structures, an effective numerical
method should be considered to further investigate the current approach.

• In this study, mainly low-cycle fatigue is investigated. However, most machinery components
have a high-cycle fatigue life. In thermodynamic analysis of fatigue, temperature rise also is a
key point which is negligible in high cycle fatigue. Therefore, more studies are required to
investigate the current method for high cycle fatigue.
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Appendix A: Heat Transfer Convection Estimation
The convective heat transfer coefficient was estimated using an experimental procedure
described by Meneghetti [13] which involves measuring the cooling rate after a sudden
interruption of the fatigue test. The statement of energy balance can be applied to the reduced
section length of the specimen, as shown in Figure A.1:

(∫ σ

)

∂T & ⎞
⎛
dεij ⋅ f = (H cd + H cv + H ir ) + ⎜ ρc p
+ Ep ⎟
(A.1)
∂t
⎝
⎠
The term on left hand side of the above equation is the input mechanical energy with f as
ij

frequency. H cd , H cv and H ir represent the thermal power dissipated in a unit volume of material
due to conduction, convection and radiation, respectively. The last term on the right hand side is
the rate of variation of internal energy which itself consist of two terms. The first one depends on
the temperature variation of material, while the second one, E& p is the rate of variation of the socalled stored energy of cold work, which is that part of the mechanical input energy responsible
for changes in material microstructure (re-arrangement of crystal imperfections, persistent slip
band formation, etc.) leading to the initiation of fatigue micro-cracks [13].
Referring to Figure A.1, upon suddenly stopping the fatigue test at the time t ∗ when the surface
temperature has reached the stationary value T ∗ = Tstat , the mechanical input power and the rate
of variation of cold work, E& p in Equation (A.1) drops to zero. Hence, just after t ∗ (that is t = (t ∗ )

+

) Equation (A.1) can be written as:
∂T
= −(H cd + H cv + H ir )
(A.2)
∂t t =(t∗ )+
where H cd = − k ∇ 2T , H cv = hc (T − Ta ) p A , H ir = hr (T − Ta ) p A , k is thermal conductivity and
ρc p

A, p are the cross section area and the perimeter of the cross section area as shown in Figure

A.2. Since the thickness of the beam is small compared to the other dimensions, the variation of
temperature across the thickness is assumed negligible. Consequently, the heat dissipation due to
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conduction has been evaluated by measuring the surface temperature. Similarly, the radiation
heat dissipation can be evaluated by considering the surface temperature and emissivity. The
specimen surface was covered with a black paint with surface emissivity of ε = 0.93 . Once the
fatigue test is suddenly stopped, continuous recording of full field temperature provides us with
the temperature evolution at each location on specimen. Then, the term on the left hand side of
the Equation (A.2) can be evaluated at any point of interest on the specimen from the cooling
curve. In this work, the area near the clamped end of the specimen where fracture occurs is of
interest. The first term on the right hand side of the Equation (A.2) H cd is associated with
conduction heat transfer and is evaluated by calculating the second derivative of temperature
along x the axis as shown in Figure A.2. It is to be noted that the variation of temperature across
the thickness and width of the specimen is neglected. Therefore, temperature distribution along
the x axis on the mid-width line as shown by dashed line in Figure A.2 is obtained. Having
obtained the temperature distribution along the x axis, the second derivative of the temperature
can be calculated at each location. The second term on the right hand side of Equation (A.2) H cv
is associated with the convection heat transfer which is unknown and needs to be calculated from
Equation (A.2). The third term on the right hand side of Equation (A.2) H ir is evaluated having
determined the surface temperature distribution, the radiation heat transfer hr , and the surface
emissivity ε . Once the slopes of the cooling curve, H cd and H ir are evaluated, the convective
heat transfer H cv can be calculated using Equation (A.2). Following this procedure, the heat
transfer coefficient near the clamped end of the beam was found to be hc = 25 W/m2K. It is to be
noted that for constant heat transfer coefficient h and constant thermal conductivity k , as the
ratio of A p increases the heat transfer capacity by conduction becomes more significant with
respect to heat transfer capacity by convection and radiation.
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Figure A.1.
A Determ
mination of heat
h
transfeer coefficien
nt by experim
mental meaasurement oof the
co
ooling rate

Figure A.2. Reducced section length of thee specimen w
with rectan
ngular cross section havving
area A and
a perimetter p .
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Appendiix B: An Orrder of Mag
gnitude Ana
alysis
An orderr of magnitud
de analysis is
i performed
d to show thaat entropy geeneration duue to mechannical
dissipatio
on is dominaant and that entropy
e
geneeration due tto heat condu
duction is neggligible.
Referring
g to Equation
n (B.1)
•

γ≈

w

θ

+

k

θ2

(

•
Δθ 2 •
) ≈ γ mech + γ cond
Δy

(B.1)

where Δθ represents the temperaature differen
nce betweenn two cross sections at a distance, Δy
with one of the sectio
ons being thee failure secttion (Figure B.1). The ttension-tensiion fatigue teest of
5 KN loaad amplitudee, the load raatio of zero, and
a the frequuency of 10 Hz is considdered for thiis
analysis. The hystereesis energy data
d obtained
d using MTS
S instrument, temperaturre data form IR
a Δy = 1.2 mm
m are subsstituted in the Equation ((B.1) to calcculate the efffect of
camera and
mechaniccal dissipatio
on and therm
mal dissipatio
on on the enntropy produuction. Table B.1 summaarizes
the scale analysis in details.
d

B Schemattic of temperature grad
dient in scalle analysis
Figure B.1
Table B.1. Ordeer of magnitude of tenssion-tension
n fatigue test
•

o

o

-3

γ mech

% of
o total life (N
( f)

C
Δθ ( C)

5

0.1

22.4

42.4

667822

60

0.3

47.7

54

10253

90

3

62.5

75

150

θ1
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( C))

w (KJ m )

•

γ cond

Examination of the results show that entropy generation due to heat conduction is negligibly
small to that of the mechanical dissipation. Hence, the Equation (B.1) reduces to
•

γ≈

w

θ

•

≈ γ mech

(B.2)
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